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The last few years have seen much progress in two related but tra-

ditionally disjoint areas of research: program repair and program synthesis.

Program repair is the problem of locating and removing faults in a given faulty

program. Program synthesis is the problem of generating programs automat-

ically from high-level specifications. While innovation in each of these two

research areas has been impressive, the techniques developed within one area

have largely been confined to that area. Our insight is that the unification of

program repair and program synthesis holds a key to developing well-founded,

systematic, and scalable tools for repairing complex defects. The contribu-

tion of this dissertation is three-fold: a synthesis-based approach SketchRep

for program repair based on propositional satisfiability solving, an execution-

driven synthesis engine EdSketch for Java, and a program repair approach

SketchFix to repair defects at the AST node-level with execution-driven

sketching.
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SketchRep is a debugging approach that reduces the problem of pro-

gram repair to a sub-problem of program synthesis, namely program sketching,

in which the user writes a sketch, i.e., an incomplete program that has holes,

and automated tools complete the sketch with respect to the given specifi-

cation or reference implementation. Our program repair approach translates

the given faulty program to a sketch and leverages an off-the-shelf inductive

synthesizer to fill in the holes of the incomplete program with respect to the

given test suite.

EdSketch is an execution-driven synthesis engine for Java. Tradi-

tional solutions to the sketching problem perform a translation to SAT formu-

las. While effective for a range of programs, when applied to real applications,

such translation-based approaches may lead to impractical problems to trans-

late all relevant libraries to SAT. Instead of transforming the program to logic

formulas for SAT solvers, EdSketch explores the actual program behaviors

in presence of libraries and provides a practical solution to sketching small

parts of real-world applications.

SketchFix is a repair technique that generates candidate fixes on

demand during the test execution. It translates faulty programs to sketches,

compiles each sketch once which may represent a large number of concrete

candidates, and lazily initializes the candidates of the sketches while validating

them against the test execution.

The dissertation describes each technique and presents experimental

results that demonstrate its efficacy.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Manual debugging, i.e., locating and removing bugs in faulty code,

requires much human effort and care, and in many cases can itself be an error-

prone process. Despite much progress in automated debugging, the state-of-

the-art debugging tools for imperative languages are largely confined to the

expression-level repairs, and repairing complex defects remains a challenge.

On the other hand, we observe a number of program synthesis techniques

that have shown success to synthesize complex implementations even from

scratch. These program synthesis approaches typically use specifications and

translate the problem to SAT solver, which may lead to impractical problem

of translating all related libraries to propositional satisfiability formulas.

Our insight is that the unification of program repair and program syn-

thesis holds a key to developing well-founded, systematic, and scalable tools

for repairing complex defects and synthesizing small part of program with li-

braries and complex constructs. The contribution of this dissertation is three-

fold: a sketching-based approach for debugging on domain-specific language,

an execution-driven sketching for imperative language, and a program repair

approach for imperative language to repair defects with libraries and complex
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constructs.

1.1 Overview
1.1.1 Sketching-Based Debugging

Our automated debugging approach SketchRep [36] reduces the prob-

lem of program repair to the problem of program sketching by leveraging the

SAT-based Sketch system [94]. SketchRep ranks suspicious program lo-

cations using spectrum-based fault localization, introduces non-deterministic

expression sketches based on pre-defined repair skeletons, and leverages the off-

the-shelf Sketch synthesizer [94] to complete the partial program with respect

to the given test suite.

We evaluate our sketching-based debugging approach on a suite of small

yet complex subjects with bounded exhaustive test suites. The experimental

results shows that SketchRep can fix a number of faults at the statement

level and can also fix some multi-location faults by incrementally searching

for repairs based on failing assertions. We also illustrate the our approach

outperforms previous state-of-the-art repair tools in fixing these faults.

1.1.2 Execution-Driven Sketching

Our execution-driven sketching approach called EdSketch synthesizes

Java programs using a backtracking depth-first search that is commonly em-

ployed in software model checkers [22]. As inputs, EdSketch takes a sketch

(partial program) with holes written in Java syntax, and a test suite that
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characterizes the correctness specification. EdSketch supports three kinds

of holes: boolean conditions (e.g., while condition), expressions (e.g., field

dereferencing), and blocks of assignment statements. EdSketch executes the

test suite against the instrumented program and backtracks the search when

it encounters a failure (runtime failure or test assertion failure). EdSketch

terminates when the space of candidate programs is exhausted or a complete

program that satisfies all test cases is found.

Experimental results show that EdSketch compares well with the

Sketch system. In particular, out of 43 sketching tasks, EdSketch outper-

forms the SAT-based Sketch synthesizer on 40 tasks. The experiments also

show that our pruning strategies are able to prune an average of 35% of can-

didates before evaluating them against the tests. Moreover, EdSketch com-

pletes some sketches that require handling reflection, I/O, native calls, and

external libraries.

1.1.3 Towards Practical Sketching-Based Program Repair

Our execution-driven repair approach called SketchFix generates can-

didate fixes on demand (as needed) during the test execution. SketchFix

translates faulty programs to sketches and compiles each sketch once which

may represent thousands of concrete candidates. With the insight that the

space of candidates can be reduced substantially by utilizing the runtime be-

haviors of the tests, SketchFix lazily initializes the candidates of the sketches

while validating them against the test execution.
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We experimentally evaluate SketchFix on the Defects4J bench-

mark and the experimental results show that SketchFix works particu-

larly well in repairing bugs with expression manipulation at the AST node-

level granularity compared to other program repair techniques. Specifically,

SketchFix correctly fixes 19 out of 357 defects in 23 minutes on average using

the default setting. In addition, SketchFix finds the first repair with 1.6% of

re-compilations (#compiled sketches/#candidates) and 3.0% of re-executions

out of all repair candidates.

1.2 Contributions

This dissertation makes the following contributions:

Sketching-based debugging

• Repair as Sketching. We introduce a novel technique that provides a

solution to the problem of program repair by reducing it to the problem

of program sketching.

• Repair Skeleton Generation. We introduce two repair skeletons to fix

faulty assignments and if-conditions followed by return statements that

return true or false. Therefore, our approach is not confined to generating

repairs at the expression level, rather, it can create new statements that

do not exist in the current program.

• Incremental Program Repair. Our approach incrementally fixes

faults at multiple locations based on the test assertion failures. It elimi-

4



nates failing test assertions and generates new repair skeletons based on

the updated program.

• Experimental Evaluation. We demonstrate the efficacy of our ap-

proach to repair faulty programs with a benchmark of small yet complex

data structure subjects. The results show that our approach can repair

errors due to statement omissions and multi-location defects. The com-

parison with two well-known repair tools illustrates that our approach is

more effective for addressing faults from our subjects.

Execution-driven sketching for Java

• Effective-driven pruning. We present a practical approach for pro-

gram sketching using tests based on execution-driven pruning.

• Pruning strategies. We introduce pruning strategies that reduce the

choices to explore for candidate expressions, conditions, and statements

to enhance the efficacy of our approaches.

• Embodiment. We embody EdSketch into two prototypes: one based

on the stateful model checker JPF [106], and the other based on a dedi-

cated stateless backtracking search using re-execution in the spirit of the

VeriSoft model checker [22].

• Evaluation. We present an experimental evaluation that compares

EdSketch with the SAT-based Sketch synthesizer and also demon-

strates that EdSketch can handle complex constructs.

5



Towards Practical Sketching-Based Program Repair

• On-Demand Candidate Generation for Program Repair. Utiliz-

ing runtime behaviors, we lazily generate on-demand candidates during

the test execution for more practical program repair.

• AST node-level Program Repair We design a set of AST node-level

transformation schemas to repair faulty programs at a fine granularity.

This strategy is effective for generating high-quality patches that are

semantically closer to the original programs.

• Practical Reduction of Program Repair to Synthesis. With-

out inferring constraints or creation of constraint solving problems for

SAT/SMT solvers, we transform the faulty subjects to sketches and syn-

thesize code to complete the sketches using a backtracking search-based

sketch system.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Program Repair

Program repair is the problem of locating and removing defects in a

given faulty program based on expected correct properties, which may be

written in specification [26,68,80] or individual tests [13–15,53,54,61,75,79,84].

Generate-and-Validate Repair. Generate-and-Validate repair techniques

apply a set of transformations to generate a set of candidates and validate

each candidate against the given test suite. To efficiently explore the immense

search space of repair candidates in large-scale applications, these automated

program repair tools leverage genetic algorithms [61], random search [84], se-

mantic search [50] and adaptive search [109] to find a repair that let all test

cases pass. Kali [85] applies code removal and Debroy et al. [13] employ a set

of mutation operators (e.g., arithmetic operators “+” and “×”) to fix faults.

Astor [72] is a program repair library that includes the re-implementations

for GenProg [61], Kali [85], and mutation-based repair [13] to fix Java code.

SPR introduces symbolic values for conditions [64] and tries to infer a con-

crete value for the condition based on the test suite. To prioritize repairs,

PAR manually learns repair patterns from the human-written patches [53].

7



Other G&V techniques automatically mine repair models from histor-

ical data [58, 65]. CodePhage [89] eliminates defects by transferring correct

code across applications. Genesis [63] also automatically infers repair models

based on the human-written patches. Some recent works leverage document

analysis [62,112], anti-patterns [101], test generation [111], and location selec-

tion with test pruning [76] to enhance repair.

Constraint-Solving Repair. Program repair techniques such as Nopol [14]

and Angelix [75] dynamically collect path conditions and infer constraints

based on the passing and failing test executions [74,79]. These constraints are

further translated to SAT for SAT/SMT solvers to synthesize a repair that

satisfies all inferred specifications. S3 [57] extends the semantics-based family

like SemFix [79] and Angelix [75] to incorporate a set of ranking criteria

such as the variation of the execution traces similar to Qlose [11].

By inferring constraints based on the execution and translating these

constraints to SAT, these repair techniques may yield incomplete transla-

tion [57, 75] or impractical problem of creating models for all relevant li-

braries [74,79]. In general, they exclusively reason about boolean or integer

types in conditions or the right side of assignment. They may suffer from

the limitations of the symbolic execution engines to extract constraints. E.g.,

Angelix cannot execute libraries such as python, lighttpd and fbc due to

the limitation of KLEE.

AutoFix-E [80] is able to handle some intricate defects in complex data

structures for Eiffel program. Gopinath et al. [26] leverage pre- and post-
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conditions written in Alloy specification language [39] to identify defects and

repair faulty programs. Yet both of them rely on human-written specification

to generate fix. Considering that the formal specification is always infeasi-

ble, a number of works have tried to learn specifications based on execution

traces. Demsky et al [15] use Daikon [17] to learn invariants for data-structure

programs, and the inferred specification is used to repair the faulty data struc-

ture programs. However, their program invariants are only derived from pass-

ing test cases, which may not represent the behavior of the faulty programs.

Gopinath et al. [27] use machine learning to infer the correct behavior for faulty

programs based on its similarity with respect to the correct executions. The

inferred correct behavior for faulty programs are used to repair intricate condi-

tion faults based on systematic path exploration using Java PathFinder [106].

SPR [64] introduces symbolic values for conditions and tries to infer a concrete

value for the condition based on the test suite. These repair tools are confined

to conditional errors, and cannot handle complex defects such as assignment

omission and method invocation replacement.

Domain-Specific Repair. ClearView [83] eliminates security vulnerabil-

ity with inferred invariants. Demsky et al. [15] use Daikon to infer invariants

for data-structure repair. Vejovis [46] infers possible string replacement for

DOM-related faults in JavaScript code through string constraint solver. Sim-

ilar to Vejovis, PHPRepair [88] uses string constraint-solving to fix PHP

programs that generate HTML. NoFAQ [12] suggests possible fixes for faulty

commands by inferring rules with a set of input-output examples using a lazy

9



Version-space Algebra.

2.2 Program Synthesis

Program synthesis is the problem of synthesizing implementations typ-

ically using specification [55,90,97] or abstract input/output scenarios [19,43,

82, 91, 94]. These techniques has shown success in synthesizing code in small

yet well-defined areas, such as bit-vector algorithm [97], linear arithmetic [55],

and data structures with formal specification [90].

Some other works requires users to provide partial specifications as

input-output examples, including synthesizing deobfuscators [43], conditionals

and loops in domain specific languages [82], data structures [91], and hierarchi-

cally structured data [19]. Yet these approaches can hardly extend to support

imperative languages with numerous libraries. They transform partial pro-

grams [94], input-output examples [19] or oracles [43] to decision procedures

and SMT solvers. These techniques are very efficient in certain domains that

have been fully modeled [29]. While a primary focus of sketching has been

on imperative and functional languages, Sullivan’s recent doctoral disserta-

tion [99] introduces a test-driven approach for sketching declarative models in

Alloy [40], a relational first-order logic with transitive closure.

Program Sketching. Program sketching [94] is a program synthesis tech-

nique where the programmer writes a partial program with holes and pro-

vides test assertions that the solution must satisfy. The original Sketch syn-

thesizer [95] uses counter-example-guided inductive synthesis to complete the

10



holes and is confined to a type-safe domain-specific language similar to Java.

Jsketch [42] translates the Java program to sketch synthesizer and transfers

the synthesized result back to executable Java code.

Code completion. Traditional program synthesis focuses on expression holes

and cannot support the generation of small code snippets involving API calls.

Another class of program synthesis techniques focus on synthesizing a chain

of method invocations to achieve a desired functionality based on given test

suites. InSynth [29] is a recent API-completion tools that can handle poly-

morphism by computing type inhabitants, yet it can only synthesize single-

statement code with pure methods. A type-directed code completion approach

introduces the idea of partial expressions [81] that enables users to write partial

expressions and non-deterministically selects the correct API component based

on given correctness specifications. Prospector [69] and SyPet [18] synthesize

composition of API calls with different representation, such as signature graph

and Petri Net, where each method takes some arguments and returns a non-

void value. Slang [86] and CodeHint [21] use empirical probabilistic models

to guide the search towards expressions that are more often used in practice.

Yet these approaches are confined to straight-line programs and cannot be

easily extend to synthesize code snippets with conditionals and loops. Recent

work [115] enhances straight-line programs and synthesizes APIs with loops

and conditionals.

Angelic Programming. Similar to our approach, angelic programming [7]

leverages the non-deterministic backtrack algorithm [20]. Barman et al. [7]
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embed the angelic choice construct into the Scala programming language and

build a parallel backtracking solver to explore the scalability of their back-

tracking solver. Without any pruning strategies, this approach scales up much

faster compared to the Sketch synthesizer.
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Chapter 3

A Sketching-Based Approach for Debugging

This chapter presents the SketchRep technique for sketching-based

debugging using test cases, which is based on the paper entitled “A Sketching-

Based Approach for Debugging Using Test Cases” published at ATVA 20161.

3.1 Introducation

We present SketchRep, our program repair approach that translates

the given faulty program to a sketch and leverages the Sketch synthesizer [95] to

fill in the holes of the incomplete program with respect to the given test suite.

The code fragment synthesized by the SAT-based Sketch synthesizer, which

satisfies all given test assertions, provides the repair to the faulty program.

For more efficient repair, we rank suspicious program locations using the

relative statement order and spectrum-based fault localization [45]. We further

prioritize program locations in relation to failing test assertions, which allows

SketchRep to keep as much of the original implementation as possible and

reduce the size of expressions given to subsequent more expensive technique

1Jinru Hua, Sarfraz Khurshid. A Sketching-Based Approach for Debugging Using Test
Cases. In Automated Technology for Verification and Analysis - 14th International Sympo-
sium, ATVA 2016, pages 463–478, 2016. [36]
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of completing the sketch.

For each suspicious location, SketchRep introduces non-deterministic

expression sketches based on pre-defined repair skeletons called “repair hy-

potheses”, which are similar in spirit to Feser et al. [19]. For example, the

repair hypothesis for an assignment statement is a partial statement with ex-

pression sketches for left-hand-side and right-hand-side, and the assignment

operator “=”. Each expression sketch is a set of expression candidates that

can appear in the resulting program. We collect all candidates based on rele-

vant types. The candidates are computed using visible variables and a small

number of field dereferences. For example, using up to two field dereferences,

the expressions of the type int derived from the variable l that represents a

linked list are {l.size, l.head.element} where size is the number of nodes

in the list, head is the first list node, and element is the integer value that the

node contains. To fix bugs at multiple locations, SketchRep incrementally

eliminates failing test assertions and generates new hypotheses based on the

updated program.

We show the results of applying SketchRep on 35 faults derived from

students’ solutions for 7 data structure subjects. We employ bounded exhaus-

tive test suites [8] in the experiments. The experimental results show that

SketchRep can generate program repairs for missing conditions and state-

ments. The experiments also show that these faults are hard to fix using two

state-of-the-art program repair tools, SPR [64] and Genprog [61]. For our sub-

jects, SPR generates no correct fix while GenProg generates two correct fixes
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using bounded exhaustive test suites. In contrast, SketchRep successfully

generates 30 correct fixes using bounded exhaustive test suites and 14 correct

repairs using subsets of test suites. While the focus of our work in this chapter

is on program repair using test suites—a common form of the program repair

problem—our reduction of repair to sketching can be generalized to repair

other forms of correctness criteria, e.g., specifications.

3.2 Example on Sketching-Based Debugging

1 void addFirst ( LinkedList l, int v) {
2 Entry e = new Entry ();
3 e. element = v;
4 e.next = l.head.next;
5 e. previous = l.head;
6 //e. previous .next = e; /* Missing this assignment */
7 e.next. previous = e;
8 //l.size = l.size +1; /* Missing this assignment */
9 }

10 /* one test case: add element 5 into an empty list. */
11 void test1 () {
12 LinkedList l = newList ();
13 addFirst (l ,5);
14 assert l.size ==1;
15 assert l.head.next. previous == l.head;
16 assert l.head.next.next == l.head;
17 assert l.head.next. element == 5;
18 assert l.head. element == 0;
19 }

Figure 3.1: DoublyLinkedList.addFirst() that adds an element at the begin-
ning of the list
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1 void addFirst ( LinkedList l, int v) \{
2 Entry e = new Entry ();
3 e. element = v;
4 e.next = l.head.next;
5 e. previous = l.head;
6 e.next. previous = e;
7 {|l.size|l.head. element |e(. next |. previous )?(. element )|}
8 = {|l.size|l.head. element |e(. next |. previous )?
9 (. element )|??|} (+| -|*|/) ??;

10 {|(l.head|e(. next |. previous )?)(. next |. previous )?|}
11 = {|(l.head|e(. next |. previous )?)
12 (. next |. previous )?| null |};
13 }

Figure 3.2: Repair hypothesis generated by SketchRep that finds the repair

1 void addFirst ( LinkedList l, int v) {
2 Entry e = new Entry ();
3 e. element = v;
4 e. previous = l.head;
5 e.next = l.head.next;
6 e. previous = l.head;
7 e.next. previous = e;
8 int _tmp_s = l.size +1;
9 l.size = _tmp_s; // equivalent to l.size = l.size +1

10 e. previous .next = e; // correct fix
11 }

Figure 3.3: DLLAF6: Synthesized repair by Sketch

To illustrate our SketchRep approach for program repair, we use

a program (in the Sketch language) that performs destructive updates on

a doubly-linked list data structure. The program is small and conceptually

simple, but repairing this faulty version is hard. It contains two missing as-
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signment statements. Our approach successfully repairs it but existing state-

of-the-art techniques GenProg [61] and SPR [64] are unable to repair (the C

version of) this program using the same tests we use.

Figure 3.1 presents an implementation of the addFirst method for

the subject DoublyLinkedList in the Sketch language [1]. The implemen-

tation of this DoublyLinkedList is adapted from java.util.LinkedList in

openjdk-6-b27. The list has a sentinel header whose previous field points

to the last element of the list, and its next field heads to the first element

of the list. The addFirst method first creates a new Entry object with the

given value v and resets next and previous fields for the header and the

new object Entry e. Finally, this method should increase the size of the list

by one. The faulty program shown in Figure 3.1 forgets to update the field

e.previous.next and the size of the list.

SketchRep tries to identify suspicious types and program statements

based on failing test assertions. It ranks the type int as the most suspicious

type based on the failing test assertion at line 13 in Figure 3.1. As to suspicious

statements, each statement in this program has the same suspiciousness value

of the spectra-based fault localization technique. To minimize the change

impact introduced by the repair hypothesis, we prioritize program locations

that are called later during executions.

After ranking suspicious types and locations, SketchRep generates an

assignment repair hypothesis of the most suspicious type—int. SketchRep

enumerates all expressions derived from local variables with no more than
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two field dereferences and picks expressions whose type is int. Specifically,

the assignment repair hypothesis at line 7 in Figure 3.2 contains an assign-

ment combinator “=” that glues left-hand-side and right-hand-side together.

In Sketch programming language, e(.next |.previous)?(.element) repre-

sents {e.element, e.next.element, e.previous.element}. The left-hand-

side includes all expressions of the type int that can be derived from local

variables l and e. The right-hand-side contains all these expressions and a

constant value hole “??” that can be replaced by any constant int values. For

primitive types, SketchRep uses four primitive type operators (+,−,×,÷)

to connect two expression sketches together. Similarly to the assignment hy-

pothesis of the type int, SketchRep generates an assignment repair hy-

pothesis of the type Entry based on the failing test assertion at line 14 in

Figure 3.1. This assignment repair hypothesis contains all field dereferences

of the type Entry at the left-hand-side, and has a null value together with

these expressions at the right-hand-side.

This partial program shown in Figure 3.2 is sent to the Sketch syn-

thesizer. The synthesizer finds a concrete replacement that satisfies all test

assertions for this non-deterministic program, and this replacement is returned

as a correct repair for the faulty program. We present this repair in Figure 3.3.

3.3 Sketch-Based Approach for Debugging

In this section, we first describe the overall repair procedure, followed

by the fault localization technique and the approach of generating repair hy-
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Algorithm 1: Overall Repair Procedure
Input : Faulty program p, Test suite E, Repair Candidate bound

n, Hypotheses H
Output: Repaired program δ

1 Function repair (p, E) is
2 ε← run(p, E) ; // failing assertions
3 T ← FaultType(p, ε, E);
4 L← FaultLoc(p, ε, E);
5 Q← ∅;
6 foreach ω ∈ H, t ∈ T, ` ∈ L do
7 Q← Q ∪ {p, `, t, ω, E} ;
8 while Q 6= ∅ do
9 (δ, ε′)← synthesize(Q.poll(), n) ; // invoke the Sketch

synthesizer
10 if ε′ = NULL then
11 return δ ;
12 else if ε′ ⊂ ε then
13 T ← FaultType(δ, ε, E);
14 L← FaultLoc(δ, ε, E);
15 Q← ∅;
16 ε← ε;
17 foreach ω ∈ H, t ∈ T, ` ∈ L do
18 Q← Q ∪ {δ, `, t, ω, E} ;

19 return FAIL ;

pothesis.

3.3.1 Overview

Our repair follows the spirit of the synthesis procedure of Feser et al. [19]

and maintains a priority queue Q of repair tasks in the form of (p, `, t, ω, E),

where p is the faulty program, ` is a label for the statement location, t is a
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suspicious type, ω is a repair hypothesis, and E is the test suite. The repair

task is:

Find a replacement of δ for the hypothesis ω at the location ` for program

p such that the program p[δ/ω] obtained by substituting ω by δ satisfies

the test suite E.

Algorithm 1 presents the pseudocode of the overall repair procedure.

Our tool first executes the program p with the test suite E to obtain failing

test assertions ε. Based on failing test assertions, SketchRep uses a fault

localization technique to rank suspicious locations and types. For each sus-

picious type, we add repair tasks (p, `, t, ω, E) to the queue Q with ranked

suspicious locations and a repair hypothesis ω.

Given a repair task, SketchRep generates expression candidates to

fill in the repair hypothesis ω. These expression candidates are derived from

local variables with no more than n field dereferences. We use n to represent

the bound for repair candidates. The repair hypothesis is further applied to

the faulty program, and this faulty program with non-deterministic expres-

sion candidates is sent to the Sketch synthesizer. The synthesizer will try to

complete this partial program based on the test suite. Shown in Algorithm 1,

the synthesize function returns a program replacement δ and failing asser-

tions ε. A repair is found if all test assertions are satisfied (ε = NULL). If

this replacement removes some failing test assertions (ε′ ⊂ ε), we replace the

original program with this new program, clear the queue of repair tasks, and
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regenerate repair tasks based on the new program. Our repair procedure in-

crementally evaluates repair tasks in a best-first manner until the synthesizer

finds a repair or there is no task left in the queue Q.

3.3.2 Fault Localization

To speed up our repair approach, we rank suspicious locations and types

to save the subsequent expensive synthesizing cost.

Location Ranking. SketchRep first calculates spectra-based Taran-

tula [45] suspiciousness value for each statement in the execution trace. To

minimize the change impact introduced by the repair hypothesis, we prioritize

statements that are called later during executions leading to failing assertions.

This technique allows us to reuse as much of the original implementation as

possible. Specifically, the fault localization function FaultLoc can be inter-

preted as below:

FaultLoc = λ1Sspectra + λ2Sorder (λ1 = λ2 = 1)

Sspectra = pass/total pass
pass/total pass+fail/total fail representing the Tarantula suspicious-

ness value,

Sorder = curr stmt
total stmts representing the relative location in the execution lead-

ing to the failing test assertion, and

λ1, λ2 are parameters, which are set to 1 by default.

Type Ranking. To identify which types of objects might lead to the fail-
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ure, we rank object types by the same spectra-based approach, and prioritize

“later” types based on the invocation order used in the first failing test asser-

tion. For instance, based on the failing test assertion “assert l.size==1”,

SketchRep prioritizes the type int over the type LinkedList according

to the invocation order. This strategy might not always rank first for the

faulty type. For example, based on the assertion “l.head.element==22”,

SketchRep will rank type int as the most suspicious type while the fault

might be on the type Entry. To understand whether this ranking strategy is

sufficient to reduce search space and synthesizing cost, we conduct an evalua-

tion in Section 3.4.2. Note that we consider exceptions (e.g., NULLPointerEx-

ception) as a special failing assertion and rank types that trigger the excep-

tion using the same approach.

3.3.3 Hypothesis Generation

We define two hypotheses to handle bugs in assignments and conditions.

Based on the hypothesis, we generate repair candidates with the type t using

no more than n field dereference.

Hypothesis Definition. Figure 3.4 presents our definition of repair hy-

potheses in the style of inference rules [19, 64]. The first inference rule de-

scribes the assignment hypothesis we use to repair faulty assignments with

non-primitive types and primitive types. The second and third rules describe

the condition hypothesis that introduces a new if-condition followed by a re-

turn statement which returns a boolean value. We use the annotation of
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σ ` (x, n, t)⇒ e to represent all expressions e with the type t in the program

σ, which are derived from the variable x using no more than n field derefer-

ences. p(`) represents the statement at the location `. c(x) is a conditional

expression which is either true or false. primT represents primitive types, such

as int and bit.

Specifically, Figure 3.5 shows a condition repair hypothesis that con-

tains an if-condition followed by a return statement that returns a boolean

value. Our tool introduces a new method called condition which returns

either a boolean value, or an expression combined with a relational operator

(“==” or “ 6=”). The return value of the method condition will decide if

the condition statement at line 10 will return a boolean value by the following

return statement (line 11).

For primitive types, we introduce four basic primitive type operators

op {+,−,×,÷} to connect the expression e1 and the constant value hole “??”.

Candidates Generation. After introducing repair hypothesis, SketchRep

generates candidates for the hypothesis based on the suspicious type. For

each visible variable at a program location, SketchRep enumerates all ex-

pressions within a bound of field dereferences derived from this variable and

collects expressions of the suspicious type. These expressions are filled into

the hypothesis to create a program sketch—a non-deterministic program as

the input of the Sketch synthesizer. We set the default bound for gener-

ating candidates as two considering the performance of the synthesizer. In

Figure 3.5, all bounded candidates of the type Entry are l.head(.next)?
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σ ` (x, n, t)⇒ e, e ∈ t, t /∈ primT
p(`) = e=e1, e1 = e ∪ null

σ ` (x, n, t)⇒ e, e ∈ t, t ∈ primT
p(`) = e=e1 op ??, e1 = e ∪ (??)

(3.1)

c(x) = {e==e1, e 6= e1, 0, 1}, σ ` (x, n, t)⇒ e, e1 = e ∪ null, t /∈ primT
p(`) = if (c(x)) return {1, 0}

(3.2)

c(x) = {e==(e1 op ??), e 6= (e1 op ??), 0, 1}, σ ` (x, n, t)⇒ e, t ∈ primT
p(`) = if (c(x)) return {1, 0}

(3.3)

Figure 3.4: The assignment and condition repair hypotheses

and (e1|e2)(.next)?(.next)?. These candidates are used to complete the

assignment repair hypothesis of the type Entry at line 15.

Hypothesis Prioritization. Each invocation to the synthesizer comes

with a cost. Intuitively, the more non-deterministic expression sketches are

introduced by the repair hypothesis, the higher synthesizing cost is for the

synthesizer. We define the cost of the repair hypothesis as the number of

“holes” introduced by the hypothesis. Therefore, an assignment hypothesis

of non-primitive type has a synthesizing cost of 2, while a condition hypothe-

sis of this type has a synthesizing cost of 4 (e.g., the condition hypothesis in

Figure 3.5 has 4 expression sketches at line 15, 16, 17, and 11. SketchRep

prioritizes less-cost hypotheses considering the performance of the synthesizer.

The generated repair skeleton (“hypothesis”) filled with non-deterministic can-

didates are sent to the Sketch synthesizer, searching for a replacement that
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1 bit hasLoop ( LinkedList l) {
2 Entry ln1 = l.head;
3 Entry ln2 = l.head;
4 while (1) {
5 ln1 = ln1.next;
6 if (ln2.next == l.head || ln2.next.next == l.head)
7 return 0;
8 ln2 = ln2.next.next;
9 /* Omission error: miss if (ln1 == ln2) return 1;*/

10 if ( condition (l, ln1 , ln2 ))
11 return ??;
12 }
13 }
14 bit condition ( LinkedList l, Entry e1 , Entry e2) {
15 Entry lhs ={|l.head (. next )?|( e1 | e2 )(. next )?(. next )?|};
16 Entry rhs ={| null|l.head (. next )?|( e1|e2 )(. next )?(. next )?|};
17 bit _out = {| lhs == rhs | lhs != rhs | 1 | 0 |};
18 return _out;
19 }

Figure 3.5: LLOOP3: a bug that misses a condition statement.

satisfies the test suite.

3.4 Evaluation on Sketching-Based Debugging

We evaluate SketchRep on a benchmark of 35 faults derived from stu-

dents’ solutions for 7 data structure subjects, which were originally written in

Java. The subjects are: SortedLinkedList.insert (LLINS), SortedLinked

List.reverse (LLREV), SortedLinkedList.hasLoop (LLOOP), DoublyLink

edList.addFirst (DLLAF), DoublyLinkedList.addLast (DLLAL), Doubly

LinkedList.remove (DLLRM), and BinarySearchTree.insert (BSTIN). The
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subject DoublyLinkedList.addFirst and DoublyLinkedList.addLast are

programs without branches or loops, while the rest contain both loops and

if-conditions. The implementation of the DoublyLinkedList is adapted from

java.util.LinkedList while the SortedLinkedList and the BinarySearch

Tree are implemented based on the book [10].

From the students we received 49 answers for each Java subject, and

we manually graded the answers. On average, 10 answers were correct for

SketchRep each subject. For the faulty programs, we manually classified

them into 35 different kinds of faults. We manually translated each faulty

program from Java to Sketch (to apply SketchRep) and to C (to apply

GenProg and SPR).

We address the following research questions in the evaluation:

• How effective is SketchRep to fix faulty programs using tests?

• How does the fault localization technique affect the ability of SketchRep

to generate repairs?

3.4.1 Comparison with GenProg and SPR

To study SketchRep’s efficacy of repairing faulty program, we execute

it, GenProg [61], and SPR [64] on the 35 defects using the same test suites.

Methodology. Considering that the quality of the test suite impacts the

performance of program repair tools [85, 93], we compare the performance of
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Table 3.1: Comparison with GenProg and SPR
Xrepresents correct fix, — represents plausible fix, × represents not generating fix.

Name LOC Type Bug
Ranking SketchRep GenProg SPR#Calls #Cands Time Fix Brute GA

on off on off T3 Te T3 Te T3 Te T3 Te T3 Te

LLINS1 11 A 1 1 19 168 1,358 1.18 1.14 X X × × × × × ×
LLINS2 11 A 1 1 5 72 360 1.08 1.10 X X × × × × × ×
LLINS3 11 A 1 1 35 72 360 1.43 1.43 X X × × × × × ×
LLINS4 11 A 2 2 24 240 1,718 5.36 70.12 — X × × × × × ×
LLINS5 11 A 2 2 10 144 720 6.28 34.34 — — × × × × × ×
LLREV1 14 A 1 1 3 210 630 4.38 3.24 — X × X × × — ×
LLREV2 14 A 1 1 3 210 630 1.54 1.54 — X × X × × — ×
LLREV3 14 A 1 5 3 1,050 420 4.52 2.52 — X × × × × × ×
LLREV4 14 A 1 5 2 1,050 420 0.71 1.29 — X — × × × — ×
LLREV5 14 A 2 3 5 630 1,050 4.11 2.29 — X × × × × — ×
LLREV6 16 A 2 4 6 840 1,260 10.62 10.90 X X × × × × — ×
LLREV7 16 A 2 4 6 840 1,260 6.96 9.68 — X × × × × — ×
LLREV8 16 A 2 7 3 1,470 630 10.49 20.00 — X × × × × × ×
LLOOP1 19 A 1 3 2 216 144 14.03 82.61 X X — × — × × ×
LLOOP2 19 A 1 3 2 216 144 12.57 3.63 — X × × × × — ×
LLOOP3 19 C 1 31 33 2,564 2,852 14.73 4.58 — X — × × × × ×
LLOOP4 19 A,C 2 60 60 7,260 7,260 11.58 20.01 — × — × — × × ×
DLLAF1 9 A 1 1 15 168 952 0.93 1.00 — X × × × × × ×
DLLAF2 9 A 1 1 4 110 440 1.12 1.18 — X × × × × × ×
DLLAF3 9 A 1 1 4 110 440 1.11 1.20 — X × × × × × ×
DLLAF4 9 A 1 4 4 440 440 0.66 0.87 X X × × × × × ×
DLLAF5 9 A 2 2 8 220 880 2.82 3.03 X X × × × × × ×
DLLAF6 9 A 2 2 17 278 1,280 2.82 5.85 — X × × × × × ×
DLLAF7 9 A 2 2 5 220 550 0.88 11.85 X X × × × × × ×
DLLAL1 9 A 1 1 15 168 952 0.78 0.98 X X × × × × × ×
DLLAL2 9 A 1 1 4 110 440 1.67 1.42 X X × × × × × ×
DLLAL3 9 A 1 4 4 440 440 0.46 0.42 X X × × × × × ×
DLLAL4 9 A 1 3 4 330 440 2.63 2.04 — X × × × × × ×
DLLRM1 15 A 1 3 17 504 1,288 4.14 3.54 — X — × — × × ×
DLLRM2 15 A 1 3 3 330 330 13.13 11.46 X X × × × × × ×
DLLRM3 15 A 2 6 6 660 660 3.41 4.00 — — × × × × × ×
DLLRM4 15 A 2 6 17 834 1,288 4.69 10.18 — — × × × × × ×
BSTIN1 28 A 1 1 52 440 24,076 0.42 10.21 X X × × × × × ×
BSTIN2 28 A 1 20 2 18,600 1,860 9.99 10.20 X X × × × × × ×
BSTIN3 28 C 1 75 75 34,300 34,300 17.16 14.81 × × × × × × — ×
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Figure 3.6: Bounded exhaustive test suite with 3 nodes.

three tools with two test suites—one based on ideas from bounded exhaustive

testing and one consisting of just 3 tests.

We use Korat [8], an input generation tool that uses given constraints

which define properties of desired inputs to guide our generation of bounded

suites. To illustrate, Figure 3.6 (top) presents the input lists with up to 3

nodes, which we use to form test cases for SortedLinkedList.hasLoop(),

and Figure 3.6 (bottom) presents the different tree structures with up to 3

nodes, which we use to create method sequences that repeatedly invoke the

faulty insert method, e.g., tree T5 represents the sequence “t=new Tree();

t.insert(3); t.insert(2); t.insert(1);”. To account for repetitions in

insertions (or removals) we add a test case that has one insertion (or removal)

with a repeated element.

It is conjectured that repair tools are more likely to generate overfitting
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repairs if used with a few test cases [93], therefore, we create a test suite with

a subset of bounded exhaustive tests to investigate the plausibility of repairs

generated by SketchRep with a few test cases. We randomly pick one passing

test, one failing test, and one other test that can be either passing or failing.

Using test suites alone as the criterion for correctness can lead to er-

roneous repairs [85]. We validate the correctness of generated repairs using

an exhaustive test suite with a larger bound (four nodes) than the bound

used to create suites. In addition, we manually inspect repairs based on the

implementation of java.util.LinkedList and a standard textbook [10].

We use the default configuration for SPR and use two search strategies

in GenProg: the default brute search strategy (Brute) and the genetic algo-

rithm (GA). We set a 10-second timeout threshold for the Sketch synthesizer

as our experiments show that it is sufficient to generate correct fixes.

Results. Table 3.1 presents the experiment result for three tools. The first

three columns describe the information of the faults: The column LOC shows

the lines of code for the method under test, the column Type represents that

the expected fix is an assignment (A) or a condition (C), and the column Bug

shows the number of statements that need to be changed. The fifth to eighth

column present the number of calls to the Sketch synthesizer (#Calls) as well

as the number of repair candidates at the statement level (#Cands). The

rest columns show the comparison result by running SketchRep, GenProg,

and SPR on the same test suite. The column T3 represents the result of a

subset of exhaustive test cases and the column Te represents the result of the
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bounded exhaustive test suite. The column Fix states if SketchRep gener-

ates correct fix, plausible fix, or no fix. The column Time states SketchRep’s

performance time in seconds.

Based on the bounded exhaustive test suite, GenProg is able to gen-

erate two correct repairs while SPR can generate none. GenProg and SPR

cannot generate correct fixes at multiple locations. Note that GenProg fails

to generate repairs for LLREV1 and LLREV2 with a subset of test cases, but

successfully generates fixes with bounded exhaustive test suite. It is probably

because GenProg relies on the spectra-based fault localization technique to

identify faulty statements, and the bounded exhaustive test suite helps Gen-

Prog prioritize suspicious statements.

SketchRep is able to generate 33 repairs for the program repair bench-

mark and 30 of them are correct based on higher-bound exhaustive test suite

and manual inspection. Based on a subset of test cases, SketchRep gener-

ates more correct repairs compared to other tools as well. While other tools

cannot generate repairs at multiple locations, SketchRep relies on failing

test assertions to incrementally repair the program.

SketchRep fails to find the repair for the fault BSTIN3 because the

condition repair hypothesis only generates an if condition followed by a return

statement that returns either true or false. It does not support conditions

which have multiple statements in the condition block. SketchRep cannot

handle the multiple-location fault LLOOP4 because the failing test assertion

can only be eliminated by changing an assignment and a condition statement
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together. SketchRep generates plausible fixes for LLINS5, DLLRM3, and

DLLRM4. In these plausible fixes, apart from repairing errors, SketchRep

sets values to unreachable objects, such as the removed entry in the subject

DoublyLinkedList.remove(). This behavior cannot be observed simply using

more inputs. We regard these repairs as plausible by checking their semantic

behaviors with the manual inspection. As for performance, SketchRep takes

between 0.4 and 82.6 seconds (10.4 seconds on average) to perform the repair

using bounded exhaustive test suites, and between 0.4 and 17.2 seconds (5.2

seconds on average) to perform the repair using subsets of exhaustive test

suites.

In summary, SketchRep is able to fix a number of faults at the

statement level. It can also fix some multi-location faults by incrementally

searching for repairs based on tests and failing assertions. We also show that

SketchRep outperforms previous state-of-the-art repair tools in fixing these

faults.

3.4.2 Efficacy of Fault Localization

To evaluate if our fault localization technique can effectively reduce the

number of invocations to the synthesizer and prune the search space of repair

candidates, we count the number of calls to the synthesizer and the number of

repair candidates at the statement level. The column off shows these numbers

without ranking suspicious locations and types. The column on shows these

numbers with fault localization technique. We describe how these numbers
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are calculated using an example.

The error DLLAF6 shown in Figure 3.1 has a failing test assertion at

line 13. Based on the invocation order, SketchRep prioritizes the type int

over the type LinkedList. For the type int, SketchRep generates 6 expres-

sions with no more than two field dereferences from local variables: v, l.size,

l.head.element, e.element, e.next.element, e.previous.element. At

the right-hand-side, there are 7 expressions including a constant value hole

“??”. When we calculate the number of repair candidates, we regard the

constant value hole “??” as a simple expression, although in practice it rep-

resents a large search space for the SAT solver. SketchRep then creates

repair hypotheses with 4 primitive type operators (+,−,×,÷), thus the total

search space for fixing this failing assertion is: 6 × (6 + 1) × 4. Based on our

fault localization technique, SketchRep puts the partial statement at line

8 in Figure 3.1, and this replacement removes the failing assertion “assert

l.size==1” with a concrete implementation “l.size=l.size+1”. The next

failing test assertion at line 14 helps SketchRep prioritize the type Entry.

There are 10 expressions with the type Entry in Figure 3.2, thus the search

space for the assignment repair hypothesis at line 8 in Figure 3.2 represents a

search space of 10× (10 + 1). Therefore, the total search space for fixing this

multiple-location bug is 278, with 2 invocations to the synthesizer.

If we turn off the ranking strategy for suspicious types and locations,

our tool will search from the first-defined type to the last one followed by

primitive types, and check from the first statement to the last one based on
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the execution trace that invokes the failing assertion until it finds a repair.

After checking the location from line 3 to 5, SketchRep places an assign-

ment hypothesis of the type Entry at the line 6, which fixes the failing test

assertion “assert l.head.next.previous==l.head”. For the failing test as-

sertion “assert l.size==1”, SketchRep checks each location with repair

hypotheses of the type Entry and LinkedList, before it generates a repair

hypothesis with the type of int. Therefore, the total search space without

ranking is 10 × 11 × 4 + 6 × (10 × 11 + 1 × 2) + 6 × 7 × 4 = 1, 280, and the

synthesizer is invoked by 17 times.

On average, SketchRep makes 7.7 calls to the synthesizer with fault

localization strategy, and makes 12.8 calls without it. The average search space

of repair candidates with ranking is 2157.5, and the space is 2642.3 without

it. We perform Mann-Whiney test to measure if one dataset is significantly

larger than the other and use Cliff’s delta effect size to measure how large this

difference is. Both numbers with and without ranking strategy are statistically

significant (p < 0.01, effect size (medium): −0.47 and −0.40).

In summary, our experiment demonstrates that our fault localization

technique has significantly reduced the calls to the synthesizer and the search

space of repair candidates.

3.4.3 Threads to Validity

Construct Validity. SketchRep can fix multiple-location faults incremen-

tally based on the assumption that one change in a statement can remove some
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failing assertions. However, this assumption may not hold because the fault

may require multiple changes to eliminate a single failing assertion.

Currently SketchRep only supports two repair hypotheses: assign-

ments and if-conditions followed by return statements that return true or false.

SketchRep can be extended to support more intricate faults in conditions

with abstract condition value similar to SPR [64].

We use off-the-shelf Sketch synthesizer as a basis for repair. Sketch uses

counter-example-guided inductive synthesis (CEGIS) for synthesis [94]. Our

repair is limited to what Sketch can synthesize.

In our evaluation, we manually translate Java programs to Sketch pro-

grams and to C programs to apply SketchRep, GenProg, and SPR. While

our subjects are small and simple to translate, our manualSketchRep trans-

lation may have inadvertently introduced behavioral differences.

Internal Validity. Using test suites alone as the criterion for correctness may

lead to erroneous repairs. Therefore, we manually inspect generated repairs

to validate their correctness.

External Validity. The experimental evaluation using a set of small but

complex subjects does not necessarily generalize to other programs. Moreover,

our repair hypotheses cover only a specific kind of real faults. We investigate

the efficacy of SketchRep by comparing it with more general purpose tools

that have been evaluated against other real faults [61]. Extension of repair

hypotheses is future work.
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SketchRep only works for programs in the Sketch programming lan-

guage – a small imperative language with loops and recursion, and syntax

similar to Java. Limited translations from Java and Python to Sketch ex-

ist [42, 90] and can provide a basis to apply SketchRep to other languages.

Our experiment also shows that the Sketch programming language can be

applied to a number of real faulty programs using manual translation.

3.5 Summary

This chapter introduces a new approach for automated debugging,

specifically for repairing faulty statements with respect to given tests. Our

key insight is to reduce the problem of program repair to program sketch-

ing and leverage off-the-shelf sketching technology to repair the faulty pro-

gram. Experimental evaluation using our prototype SketchRep shows that

our approach is more effective than two previous state-of-the-art techniques

for repairing faults in our small but complex subjects.

We believe the close relation between the problem of program repair and

the problem of program synthesis holds a key to developing novel approaches

that are well-founded, systematic, and scalable for repairing complex faults

in code. We hope our work provides a promising start towards realizing such

approaches.
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Chapter 4

Execution-Driven Sketching for Java

This chapter presents the EdSketch technique for execution-driven

sketching, which is based on the paper entitled “EdSketch: Execution-Driven

Sketching for Java” published at SPIN 20171.

Sketching is a relatively recent approach to program synthesis, which

has shown much promise. The key idea in sketching is to allow users to write

partial programs that have “holes” and provide test harnesses or reference

implementations, and let synthesis tools create program fragments that fill the

holes such that the resulting complete program has the desired functionality.

Traditional solutions to the sketching problem perform a translation to SAT

and employ CEGIS. While effective for a range of programs, when applied

to real applications, such translation-based approaches have a key limitation:

they require either translating all relevant libraries that are invoked directly or

indirectly by the given sketch – which can lead to impractical SAT problems –

or creating models of those libraries – which can require much manual effort.

This chapter introduces execution-driven sketching, a novel approach

1Jinru Hua, Sarfraz Khurshid. EdSketch: Execution-Driven Sketching for Java. In the
24th ACM SIGSOFT International SPIN Symposium on Model Checking of Software, pages
162–171, 2017. [37]
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for synthesis of Java programs with respect to the given test suite using a

backtracking search that is commonly employed in software model checkers.

The key novelty of our work is to introduce effective pruning strategies to ef-

ficiently explore the actual program behaviors in presence of libraries and to

provide a practical solution to sketching small parts of real-world applications,

which may use complex constructs of modern languages, such as reflection or

native calls. Our tool EdSketch embodies our approach in two forms: a

stateful search based on the Java PathFinder model checker; and a stateless

search based on re-execution inspired by the VeriSoft model checker. Ex-

perimental results show that EdSketch’s performance compares well with

the well-known SAT-based Sketch system for a range of small but complex

programs, and moreover, that EdSketch can complete some sketches that

require handling complex constructs.

4.1 Introduction

Program sketching [94] is an approach to program synthesis [5, 19, 55,

97], which has led to exciting advances in the application space for synthesis. It

allows users to write partial programs that have “holes” and let synthesis tools

fill the holes such that the completed program satisfies given test harnesses or

reference implementations. Existing sketching approaches [42,94] translate the

partial program to propositional satisfiability formulas and leverage counter-

example-guided inductive synthesis (CEGIS) to generate program with desired

functionality based on off-the-shelf solvers. While these translation-based
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approaches have shown their effectiveness on a range of programs, they have

a key limitation: when applying to real applications with complex libraries,

these translation-based approaches require either translating all libraries that

are invoked directly or indirectly by the given sketch or creating models of

those libraries, which can lead to impractical SAT problems.

This chapter introduces EdSketch, a novel approach that performs

execution-driven sketching for synthesizing Java programs using a backtracking

depth-first search that is commonly employed in software model checkers [22].

The key novelty of our work is to introduce effective pruning strategies to re-

duce the search space for possible solutions and efficiently explore the actual

program behaviors in presence of libraries. EdSketch provides a practical

solution to sketching small parts of real-world applications with complex con-

structs such as reflection or native calls. EdSketch fills the non-deterministic

holes with respect to some expected correctness properties which are written

as individual test cases.

As inputs, EdSketch takes a sketch (partial program) with holes writ-

ten using Java syntax, and a test suite that characterizes the correctness spec-

ification. EdSketch basically supports three kinds of holes: boolean condi-

tions (e.g., for a while loop), expressions (e.g., field dereferencing), and blocks

of assignment statements. EdSketch instruments the given sketch to intro-

duce non-determinism in the program, which allows a backtracking search to

explore the space of candidate programs. EdSketch executes the test suite

against the instrumented program and backtracks the search when it encoun-
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ters a failure (runtime failure or test assertion failure). EdSketch terminates

when the space of candidate programs is exhausted or a complete program

that satisfies all tests is found.

To initialize the search, EdSketch generates candidate expressions for

expression holes based on the target type given by the user. The candidates

are computed based on the visible variables or variables provided by the user.

For instance, using up to two field dereferences, the expressions of the type

Entry derived from a variable e that represents an entry in a singly linked list

should be {e, e.next, e.next.next}, where the field next represents the next

entry in the linked list.

EdSketch introduces two key pruning strategies to optimize sketch

completion. These strategies prune redundant candidates for assignment state-

ment blocks and condition expressions. For sketching assignment statement

blocks, we define a set of pruning rules based on Java semantics. For condi-

tion sketching, we introduce a value grouping strategy that splits all condition

candidates into two sets based on their values (true and false) at the cur-

rent point in execution. The condition candidates are generated by combining

expression candidates with condition operators. We define two condition op-

erators “==” and “! =” for non-primitive expressions, and six operators {==,

! =, >, <, >=, <=} for primitive types. With the value grouping strategy,

EdSketch only considers two choices when it evaluates a condition, i.e., all

condition candidates evaluated to be true will be regarded as a single candi-

date. A set of condition candidates may be split into smaller sets, e.g., the
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condition candidate e != null may be true in the first iteration of the loop

and false in the next iteration where e is an entry object in a singly linked

list. This condition candidate will be put in the trueSet in the first iteration

and falseSet in the second iteration.

We embody our approach in two forms: EdSketch-JPF, a stateful

search based on the Java PathFinder model checker [106]; and EdSketch-

JVM, a stateless search based on re-execution inspired by the VeriSoft

model checker [22]. We evaluate EdSketch using a two-fold controlled ex-

periment. One, we compare EdSketch’s performance with the SAT-based

Sketch synthesizer [94]. We create a dataset of small yet complex data struc-

tures and execute EdSketch on these subjects with bounded exhaustive test

cases generated by Korat [8]. We manually transform these subjects and test

suites to the Sketch language, which is the input language for the Sketch

synthesizer. Two, we demonstrate how EdSketch handles sketching larger

applications that use complex operations.

Experimental results show that EdSketch’s performance compares

well with the Sketch synthesizer. In particular, out of 43 sketching tasks,

EdSketch outperforms the Sketch synthesizer on 40 tasks. The experi-

ments also show that our pruning strategies are able to prune an average of

35% of candidates before evaluating them against the tests. Moreover, EdS-

ketch completes some sketches that require handling reflection, I/O, native

calls, and external libraries.
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4.2 Motivating Example

1 class LinkedList {
2 Entry head;
3 public void reverse () {
4 if (head == null) return;
5 Entry ln1 = head;
6 Entry ln2 = null;
7 Entry ln3 = null;
8 while ( EdSketch .COND (...)) {
9 EdSketch .BLOCK (...);

10 } } }
11 class Entry {
12 Entry next;
13 int value;
14 }

Figure 4.1: Singly linked list reversal: A program sketch written by the user

1 @Test
2 public void testThreeEntries () {
3 LinkedList list = new LinkedList (new int []{1 ,2 ,3});
4 list. reverse ();
5 assertEquals ("[3 ,2 ,1]",list. toString ());
6 }
7 COND Hole:
8 ln1 != null
9 BLOCK Hole:

10 head = ln1;
11 ln1 = head.next;
12 head.next = ln2;
13 ln2 = head;

Figure 4.2: Singly linked list reversal: A JUnit test case provided by the user
and a solution generated by EdSketch
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This section presents a motivating example to illustrate sketching a

small but intricate method using our approach and highlights some of its key

steps. Assume that the user wants to implement a reverse() method for

the singly linked list shown as Figure 4.1. Each list has a head entry (which

can be null), and each entry has a next entry and a value integer as fields.

The user wants to synthesize an implementation that uses three local variables

with the type Entry and a while loop to traverse the list. The users leaves the

condition of the while loop and as well as its body to be synthesized by the

sketching system.

More specifically, the user writes the sketch shown in Figure 4.1, which

requires synthesis of the while condition at line 8 and a block of assignments

at line 9; the parameters will be described in Section 4.3.1. To specify the

correctness criteria for the synthesized program, the user writes four test cases

that have between zero to three entries. Figure 4.2 shows a JUnit test case with

three entries. Even if we only consider candidates with one field dereference,

i.e., expressions like ln1.next, the space of possible complete programs is

very large; for this sketch the space has over 4.4 billion candidates with up to

4 statements – the minimum number of statements required for this sketch –

in the while loop body.

EdSketch dynamically selects candidates for the sketch invocations

(line 8 and line 9) when it executes given test cases. When EdSketch first

reaches the while condition sketch, EdSketch groups all condition candi-

dates based on their evaluated value (true and false), and non-deterministically
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considers two boolean possibilities for the execution. When the value false

is considered, the invocation of the assignment sketch is ignored and does not

created additional search space because the body of the while loop will not

be executed.

When EdSketch first reaches the assignment sketch at line 9, it non-

deterministically selects expressions that form the right-hand-side and the left-

hand-side of the assignment statement. A simple search may explore many

candidates that are subsumed by other candidates which are already being

explored. EdSketch prunes a number of such candidates based on the Java

semantics (Section 4.3.4). EdSketch backtracks its search if the current

sequence of choices fails due to a runtime error or a test failure. The user

may specify the number of statements in the while block to sketch; by default,

EdSketch incrementally adds one assignment at a time until it finds the first

solution or reaches the preset upper bound on the number of assignments,

which we have currently set as 5.

Figure 4.2 presents a solution generated by EdSketch. This solution

does not use the variable ln3, but another solution with five statements does

use ln3. In this example, EdSketch finds the first solution in 9 seconds after

exploring over 490K candidates.

4.3 Approach

We describe our execution-driven sketching in this section. As shown in

Figure 4.3, EdSketch first constructs all candidates at the expression level
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Figure 4.3: EdSketch architecture diagram

based on the program sketch P and the default bound of field dereference

b (Section 4.3.2). EdSketch then instruments the program so that it can

dynamically select candidates for the “holes” (Section 4.3.3). Section 4.3.4

describes the pruning strategies we apply to sketch assignments and conditions

when evaluating candidates via test execution (T ). And Section 4.3.5 discusses

our backtrack engines for stateful prototype (EdSketch-JPF) and stateless

prototype (EdSketch-JVM).

4.3.1 Partial Expression Syntax

To synthesize non-deterministic holes, EdSketch needs the expression

type for expression holes or the type of left and right hand side expressions for

conditions and assignment statement blocks. EdSketch also requires users

to assign a unique identifier for each hole to distinguish different holes. In
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our motivating example of Figure 5.4, the user assigns an identifier 0 to the

while condition and an identifier 0 to the assignment statement block sketch

as they are two different types of “holes”. Users also provide the names and

the references for root variables that are used in the synthesis. The names are

used to print the solution, and the references are used to generate expression

candidates using reflection (Section 4.3.3). Note that SAT-based Sketch

synthesizer [95] also requires users to provide candidates for the “holes”. We

illustrate the method invocations as below using the example of Figure 4.1:

Condition Hole: The complete invocation of the while-condition synthe-

sis at line 8 is: EdSketch.COND(Entry.class, 0, new String[]{ ‘‘head",

‘‘ln1", ‘‘ln2", ‘‘ln3"}), new Object[]{head, ln1, ln2, ln3});

Block Hole: The complete invocation of the assignment statement block

synthesis at line 9 is: EdSketch. BLOCK(Entry.class, 0, new String[]{‘‘

head", ‘‘ln1", ‘‘ln2", ‘‘ln3"}), new Object[]{head, ln1, ln2, ln3}).

EdSketch also allows users to specify the number of assignment statements

using the method setLength(), e.g., EdSketch.BLOCK(...).setLength(4).

Expression Hole: If the user additionally wants to synthesize the initial-

ization expression for ln2 at line 6, they could specify the expression hole as:

Entry ln2 = (Entry) EdSketch.EXP(Entry.class, 0, new String[]{‘‘h

ead", ‘‘ln1", ‘‘ln2", ‘‘ln3"}), new Object[]{head, ln1, ln2, ln3}).
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Algorithm 2: Expression Candidate Generation
Input : Partial program P , bound of field dereference b
Output: Complete Program P ′ that pass all test cases

1 Function generateExpressions (P , b) is
2 exps[]← ∅, exprList[]← ∅ ;

/* Expression candidates generation */
3 foreach h ∈ holes(P ) do
4 exps[h]← fetchV ariables() ;
5 len← 0, i← 0 ;
6 while len < b do
7 size← exps[h].size ;
8 while i < size do
9 exps[h]← exps[h] ∪ fields(exps[h].get(i)) ;

10 i+ + ;
11 len+ + ;
12 exprList[h]← selectType(exps[h], type(h)) ;

13 Function getExpression (candList) is
14 if first access then
15 id ← choose(0, candList.size− 1) ;
16 return candList[id] ;
17 Function getBlock (stmtList, candList) is
18 foreach stmt ∈ stmtList do
19 rhs← getExpression(candList) ;
20 lhs← getExpression(candList) ;
21 assign(lhs, rhs) ;

4.3.2 Expression Candidate Generation

This section describes how we generate expression candidates. Shown

as Algorithm 2, EdSketch leverages a breadth-first iteration to generate field

dereferences for all provided variables within a pre-defined bound of b. When

the number of field dereferences is within the given bound, EdSketch cre-

ates all field dereferences using reflection and iteratively adds generated field
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dereferences to the list of candidates. After generating all possible candi-

dates, EdSketch selects expression candidates based on the target type of

the “hole”. We set the default bound of field dereference as one and make

it configurable, e.g., EdSketch.BLOCK(...).setFieldDeref(2) will consider all

expressions with the target type using up to two field dereferences.

For the primitive types int and double, we include a default candidate

0 (or 0.0). We include true and false for the type boolean, null for non-

primitive types, and an empty string for the type String. We make these

default values as configuration options.

For each non-deterministic “hole”, we put all its expression candidates

in a vector called candidate vector. We assign each expression candidate a

unique identifier, which is its index in the candidate vector. When EdSketch

performs sketching, it dynamically selects a candidate identifier for each “hole”

using non-deterministic choose() operator and executes the program based

on the candidate it selects. All candidate identifiers for sketch “holes” are

initialized as −1, indicating that EdSketch has not selected a candidate for

this “hole”. Once EdSketch selects a candidate identifier for this “hole”, this

candidate will be used consistently across all test cases. When EdSketch

backtracks, it updates the candidate identifier for the previous choice point

and re-executes the program with the next candidate.
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4.3.3 Program Instrumentation

To introduce non-determinism in the program and allow a backtracking

search to explore the space of candidate programs, we instrument the program

based on the expression candidates. We next describe how we instrument

the original sketches given by users and transform it to executable programs

that can be validated by the test suite. Figure 5.4 presents the instrumented

program for the motivating example, and highlights the newly-instrumented

code using the “+” signal.

To get rid of infinite loops during the synthesis of while-loop, we set

up a bound for the while-loop iteration and backtrack whenever the exe-

cution has exceeded the pre-defined bound. By default we set the bound

EdSketch.LOOPBOUND as 10 and make it configurable to the end users. EdS-

ketch then generates a for loop to sketch the assignment statement block.

This for loop enumerates each statement in the list, which is the return value

of the assignment statement block hole EdSketch.BLOCK(...). In this for loop,

EdSketch assigns values to the left-hand-side expressions for each assignment

using a switch statement to select the left-hand-side expression based on the

candidate identifier for the “hole”, and assigns right-hand-side expression to

the selected left-hand-side expression. We will only generate case statements

for variables and field accesses that can be assigned, but will not generate

case statements for this object, unmodifiable fields like array.length, and

default candidates such as null, −1, or 0.
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1

2 class LinkedList {
3 Entry head;
4 public void reverse (){
5 if (head == null) return;
6 Entry ln1 = head;
7 Entry ln2 = null;
8 Entry ln3 = null;
9 int count =0;

10 while ( EdSketch .COND(Entry.class ,0)) {
11 + if (count ++> EdSketch . LOOPBOUND )
12 + EdSketch . backtrack ();
13 + for ( Statement s: EdSketch .BLOCK(Entry.class , 0)) {
14 + EdSketchAssign stmt = ( EdSketchAssign ) s;
15 + Entry rhsVal = (Entry) stmt.getRHS ();
16 + switch (stmt. getLHSid ()) {
17 + case 0: head = rhsVal;
18 + case 1: ln1 = rhsVal;
19 + ...
20 + case 7: ln3.next = rhsVal;
21 + } } }

Figure 4.4: The instrumented program for the example of singly linked list
reversal

4.3.4 Pruning Strategies

In this section, we discuss our pruning strategies for sketching assign-

ments and conditions.

4.3.4.1 Assignment Pruning

We define four pruning rules based on the Java syntax and program

isomorphism analysis. These rules may prune the program based on one as-
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signment (rule 1) or two consecutive assignments in the sketching block (rule

2-4). For the rules below, we use e1 to represent an expression which can be

either variables or field dereferences, and use v1, v2, v3 to represent variables.

The method id() returns the candidate identifier of this candidate.

(1) “e1 = e1”. If the left-hand-side expression is equal to the right-hand-

side expression, the candidate is ignored as the assignment has no effect on

the current program state. E.g., any candidates that have the assignment

ln1.next = ln1.next will be pruned in the motivating example shown as

Figure 4.1.

(2) “v1 = v2; v2 = v1”. If the left-hand-side variable of the first assignment

is the same as the right-hand-side variable of the second assignment, and the

right-hand-side variable of the first assignment is the same as the left-hand-

side variable of the second assignment, this candidate is ignored because the

two assignments are subsumed by the assignment v1 = v2. E.g., in Figure 4.1,

the candidate will be pruned if it has two consecutive statements ln1= ln2;

ln2 = ln1.

(3) “v1 = v2; v1 = v3”. If both left-hand-side variables in two consecutive

assignments are the same and both right-hand-sides are variables, we do not

need to execute this program because it is subsumed by the assignment v1 = v3.

For instance, the candidate in Figure 4.1 with consecutive assignments ln2 =

ln4; ln2 = ln3 will be ignored, because the two assignments are equivalent

to a single assignment ln2 = ln3.
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Algorithm 3: Condition Value Grouping
Input : Expression candidates exprList, two empty sets trueSet

and falseSet
Output: Next condition candidate

1 Function getCondition (exprList, trueSet, falseSet) is
2 select← −1 ;
3 if first access then

/* Initialize condition candidates */
4 condCands← ∅ ;
5 if is integer, float, or double then
6 condCands← construct(exprList, primOp) ;
7 else
8 condCands← construct(exprList, {==, ! =}) ;
9 foreach c ∈ condCands do

10 if eval(c) then
11 trueSet← trueSet ∪ c ;
12 else
13 falseSet← falseSet ∪ c ;

14 else if select==0 then
/* Split trueSet */

15 falseSet← ∅;
16 foreach c ∈ trueSet do
17 if eval(c)==false then
18 falseSet← falseSet ∪ c ;
19 trueSet← trueSet \ c ;

20 ...

(4) “v3 = v1; v2 = v1” while id(v3) > id(v2). If two consecutive assignments

have the same variable at the right-hand-side, we only execute the program if

the identifier of the first assignment’s left-hand-side variable is smaller than

that of the second assignment. We consider the consecutive assignments “v2 =
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Algorithm 4: Condition Value Grouping
Input : Expression candidates exprList, two empty sets trueSet

and falseSet
Output: Next condition candidate

1 Function getCondition (exprList, trueSet, falseSet) is
/* Contd. */

2 else
3 trueSet← ∅;
4 foreach c ∈ falseSet do
5 if eval(c) then
6 trueSet← trueSet ∪ c ;
7 falseSet← falseSet \ c ;

8 if trueSet is empty then
9 select = 1 ;

10 else if falseSet is empty then
11 select = 0 ;
12 else
13 select← choose(0, 1) ;
14 return 〈select, trueSet, falseSet〉 ;

v1; v3 = v1” and “v3 = v1; v2 = v1” as isomorphic solutions and we only execute

isomorphic solutions once with given tests. E.g., in Figure 4.1, we will not

execute the program with consecutive assignments “ln4 = ln2; ln3 = ln2”,

as the candidate identifier of ln4 is bigger than that of ln3 and an isomorphic

program with “ln3 = ln2; ln4 = ln2” has been explored.

4.3.4.2 Condition Pruning

To sketch condition expressions including if condition and while loop

condition, EdSketch first generates all condition candidates and splits these
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candidates into two groups based on their evaluated values (true and false).

Algorithm 3 outlines how EdSketch sketches a condition expression.

Condition Candidate Generation. During the first access of the condition

sketch, EdSketch generates all condition candidates by combining expres-

sion candidates with condition operators. We define two condition operators

{==, ! =} for non-primitive types and six condition operators for primitive

types {==, ! =, >, <, >=, <=}. The primitive type operators are also ap-

plied to corresponding wrapper classes such as Integer. We only need to

consider the combination e1 op e2 where id(e1) < id(e2) based on the program

symmetry. Assume that e1 and e2 are two non-primitive expression candidates,

and the e1’s candidate identifier is smaller than e2, we only need to consider

the condition candidates e1 == e2 and e1! = e2 because e2 == e1 and e2! = e1

are equivalent to the previous two candidates. For instance, assume that we

have five expression candidates with the primitive type int, EdSketch will

generate 60 (6× (4 + 3 + 2 + 1)) condition candidates by combining each can-

didate with the ones that have bigger identifiers using six condition operators.

We also include two constant boolean value true and false for completeness

(e1 == e1 and e1! = e1).

Condition Value Grouping. The generated condition candidates are fur-

ther split to two sets based on their evaluated values, shown as line 9 to 13

in Algorithm 3. If it is not the first access, EdSketch will re-evaluate each

candidate in the set and split the candidate set based on the evaluated value of

each condition candidate in the new execution. If EdSketch selects boolean
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value true in the previous execution, the trueSet will be split in this exe-

cution. For example, the condition candidate ln1 != null in the motivating

example may be true in an iteration, and its value may change to false in

the next iteration. Therefore, the condition candidate ln1 != null will be

put in trueSet in the first iteration, and will be moved to falseSet in the

next iteration.

EdSketch chooses a boolean value at the end of each invocation based

on the size of two candidate sets, shown as line 26 to 31 in Algorithm 3. If

there is no candidate that is evaluated to be true, EdSketch will select

false represented as 1 at line 27 in Algorithm 3. And if the set of candidates

which are evaluated to be false is empty, EdSketch will select true repre-

sented as 0. The selected boolean value is returned from the getCondition

method together with two candidate sets. If the chosen value does not satisfy

test assertions, EdSketch will backtrack to the previous choice, and select a

different (non-deterministic) value.

4.3.5 Execution-Driven Sketching

Shown as Algorithm 7, EdSketch executes all test cases, and when-

ever it encounters a runtime exception or a test failure, it backtracks and

fetches for the next choice until it has explored the entire search space or finds

a solution that meets the correctness criteria. Note that EdSketch could

exhaustively find all solutions that meet the correctness properties by printing

out all solutions.
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Algorithm 5: Execution-Driven Sketching
Input : Partial program P , test suite T
Output: Complete Program P ′ that pass all test cases

1 Function sketch () is
2 do
3 try
4 exploreCurrentChoice();
5 catch BacktrackException
6 createNextChoice() ;

7 while incrementCounter();
8 Function exploreCurrentChoice() is
9 try

10 foreach test ∈ T do
11 test.run() ;

12 catch TestFailureException
13 throw BacktrackException ;
14 printSolution() ;
15 searchExit() ; // first solution found

We build two prototypes based on two different backtrack engines: a

stateful prototype based on Java PathFinder [106] and a stateless prototype

based on re-execution.

4.3.5.1 Stateful Prototype with Java PathFinder

Java PathFinder (JPF) [106] is a mature model checker that imple-

ments a customized JVM. JPF is a general purpose stateful model checker

that provides all common operations supported by modern software model

checkers, including checking of multi-threaded programs. It provides a default

depth-first search, which efficiently stores and restores program states. It is
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straightforward to use JPF as a backend to implement a backtracking search.

While JPF handles Java bytecode, it only handles a limited number of native

calls, which limits its applicability for synthesis in the context of real-world

applications.

4.3.5.2 Stateless Prototype Using Re-Execution

Our second prototype is based on a dedicated stateless search [22] using

re-execution [16]. Since this prototype executes on the standard JVM, it allows

synthesis in the context of open-source projects with advanced features, such as

reflection, I/O, and native calls. However, implementing a re-execution engine

for backtracking requires careful engineering to undo certain state updates,

e.g., to static variables, or to restore values of variables that control the search

and pruning. Our current implementation uses heuristics for efficiency and

may skip some correct candidates, but only outputs solutions that pass all

tests. Note, our stateful prototype does not require any special treatment for

backtracking since JPF already supports it.

4.4 Evaluation

We evaluate EdSketch on a benchmark of small but complex data

structures and illustrate EdSketch’s ability to sketch real-world Java code

with advanced features.

We address the following research questions in the evaluation:
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Table 4.1: Evaluation subjects
Type Name Tests 1 2 3 4 5

A BSTAS 8 196 38.4 K 7.5 M 1.5 B 289 B
A MEDAS 7 16 256 4.1 K 66 K N/A
A LLREV 4 64 4.1 K 262.4 M 16.7 M 1.1 B
A RBTAS 15 676 457 K 309 M 209 B N/A
A DLLAF 4 196 38.4 K 7.5 M 1.5 B N/A
A DLLAL 4 196 38 K 7.5 M 1.5 B N/A
C BSTCD 8 392 190.5 K 74.7 M 29.3 B 14.2 T
C RBTRM 15 74 5.5 K 7.4 M 10.0 B N/A
C MEDCD 7 96 9.2 K 884.7 K 84.9 M 8.2 B
C RBTCD 15 74 5.5 K 7.4 M 10.0 B 13.5 T

Column Type represents the sketching type: A represents assignments and C represents
conditions. If the subject has only four statements, the search space for the fifth statement

is marked as N/A.

• How effective is EdSketch to sketch small but complex subjects com-

pared to the SAT-based synthesizer?

• How do the pruning strategies affect the search space of sketching?

• Can EdSketch sketch real-world Java programs with advanced lan-

guage features?

4.4.1 Evaluation Subjects

To study EdSketch’s efficacy of sketching small but complex data

structures, we select 10 subjects from java.util source code and algorithm

book [10]. As shown in Table 5.1, the subjects are: Binary Search Tree

Insertion (BSTAS and BSTCD), Finding Median (MEDAS and MEDCD),

Red-Black Tree Insertion (RBTAS and RBTCD), Singly Linked List Reversal
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(LLREV), Doubly Linked List Add First (DLLAF), Doubly LinkedList Add

Last (DLLAL), and Red-Black Tree Removal (RBTRM). We evaluate the

performance and pruning strategies of sketching assignments and conditions

separately because we apply different pruning strategies to these two types of

sketching.

To reach full branch coverage, we use 7 test cases from [45] for Find

Median subjects, and we use Korat [8] to generate bounded exhaustive test

suites for the rest subjects. Korat is a test generation tool that uses given

constraints to guide the generation of bounded suites. We use bounded exhaus-

tive test suite up to three nodes for Binary Search Tree, Singly Linked List,

and Doubly Linked List, and test suite up to four nodes for Red-Black Tree.

We sort the test cases based on the number of nodes and execute EdSketch

with test cases in ascendent order.

Table 5.1 lists the search space for the first five assignments or con-

ditions. The subjects can have more than five statements (RBTCD has 7

statements) or only 4 statements, whose search space of the fifth statement is

marked as N/A. For example, to sketch one assignment for the findMedian

method with three numbers, there are 4 candidates at the left-hand-side of

the assignment (3 numbers and a temporary variable), and the right-hand-

side expression has 4 candidates as well. Thus there are 16 possibilities for

one assignment. The search space for two assignments will be the product of

two assignments’ search space. Similarly, the search space size for sketching

a condition in the findMedian method will be 96 considering six operators
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(==, ! =, >,<,>=, <=) and 4 candidates at both sides of the condition. Note

that not all candidates in the search space will be executed due to our pruning

strategies. Using these subjects, we first compare the sketching performance

of EdSketch with SAT-based Sketch synthesizer, and then illustrate the ef-

ficacy of our pruning strategies.

4.4.2 Performance Comparison with Sketch Synthesizer

We compare the EdSketch with Sketch synthesizer [94], a state-

of-the-art SAT-based inductive synthesizer that has had successes on sketch-

ing code in small well-defined domains like data structures [94]. We choose

Sketch synthesizer because it can sketch assignments, conditions, and ex-

pressions similar to EdSketch. We manually transform the Java subjects

and test suites to Sketch language, which is a type-based language similar to

Java. Sketch language only contains a subset of the Java syntax which does

not support overriding, reflection, and native call. We execute EdSketch-

JVM, EdSketch-JPF, and Sketch synthesizer on the subjects using the

same test suites and report the time when they find the first solution that

satisfies all test cases.

All performance experiments are conducted on a MacBook Pro with 2.2

GHz Intel Core i7 processor and 16 GB of 1600 MHz DDR3 memory running

OS X version 10.12.1.

Figure 4.5 represents the sketching performance time of EdSketch-

JVM, EdSketch-JPF, and Sketch synthesizer for sketching different num-
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Figure 4.5: Compare the performance of sketching assignments

bers of assignments. The x-axis shows the number of statements under sketch-

ing, and the y-axis represents the average performance time for sketching tasks

with specific number of assignments. For instance, if we want to sketch three
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Figure 4.6: Compare the performance of sketching conditions

assignments in a four-assignment block for DLLAF subject, we may choose to

sketch assignments (1,2,3), (1,3,4), (1,2,4), and (2,3,4). The y-axis for DLLAF

with 3 statements represents the average performance time of these 4 sketch-

ing tasks. The y-axis for the last 4 subjects are transformed with log2 scale

for better display. The green line with triangle represents the performance of

EdSketch-JVM, the red line with circle represents EdSketch-JPF, and

the blue line with square represents Sketch synthesizer. Figure 4.5 illustrates

that EdSketch is able to sketch small but complex data structures with
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a better performance compared to SAT-based inductive synthesizer in most

sketch tasks. E.g., for the subject LLREV, EdSketch-JVM sketches the

first correct solution with 5 assignments in 3.1 seconds while Sketch synthe-

sizer takes 11.7 seconds for the same task. Out of 22 experiments in 6 subjects,

EdSketch-JVM is faster than Sketch synthesizer in only 20 experiments ex-

cept the subject DLLAF with four assignments (22.4 vs 1.9) and the subject

DLLAL with 4 assignments (25.8 vs. 2.8). The average performance time for

EdSketch-JVM is 16.2 seconds while the Sketch synthesizer is 25.1 seconds.

Figure 4.6 presents the performance of three tools for sketching condi-

tions, including if conditions and while conditions. For instance, for the sub-

ject RBTCD, EdSketch-JVM spends an average of 0.06 seconds sketching

6 conditions while Sketch synthesizer spends 58.9 seconds. It might because

the transformation of Red-Black Tree implementation to boolean formulas is

not trivial and it takes a long time for the SAT solver to find a solution. Out

of 21 experiments in four subjects, EdSketch-JVM is faster than Sketch

synthesizer in 19 experiments except the experiment BSTCD with three and

four conditions (1.7 vs. 0.8 and 10.5 vs. 1.7).

We perform the Wilcoxon test to measure if EdSketch-JVM is signif-

icantly faster than Sketch synthesizer and use Cliff’s delta effect size to measure

how large this difference is. The result of p < 0.01 and effect size value −0.57

(large) indicates that EdSketch-JVM is significantly faster than SAT-based

Sketch synthesizer on our sketching subjects.

Previous work [7] conjectured that the backtracking solver purely based
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on concrete execution will be much slower than SAT-based solver in exploring

large state space due to the highly optimized heuristics used by modern SAT

engines. However, our experiments show that EdSketch with our pruning

strategies for sketching assignments and conditions is comparable or even at

times faster than the SAT-based synthesizer.

Comparison of two prototypes. In our experiments, stateful search using

JPF is always slower than the dedicated stateless search. This is not surprising.

JPF is a general purpose model checker that implements a custom JVM to

handle all of Java bytecode, including muti-threaded programs. EdSketch-

JPF shows how JPF provides a very convenient way to implement a solution

for the sketching problem, albeit with sub-optimal performance. Note, however

that using JPF as the backend for sketching opens the future work possibility

for a powerful approach for sketching multi-threaded programs.

4.4.3 Efficacy of Pruning Strategies.

To evaluate if our pruning strategies can effectively reduce the number

of candidates before executing given test suites, we report the number of ex-

ecuted programs with and without pruning strategies when EdSketch finds

the first solution that satisfies all test cases.

Figure 4.7 presents the number of executed programs with and with-

out pruning rules for sketching assignment subjects. The x-axis represents

the number of assignments and the y-axis represents the average number of

executed programs for sketching a certain number of assignments. The last
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Figure 4.7: Compare the pruning efficacy for sketching assignments

4 subjects are transformed to square-foot scale for better display. The black

bars represent the number of executed programs with pruning rules and the

grey ones represent that without pruning rules. As shown in Figure 4.7, our
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Figure 4.8: Compare the pruning efficacy for sketching conditions

pruning rules can effectively prune 7% to 70% with an average of 21% candi-

dates before executing the test suite. For instance, the pruning rules discard

68.4% of candidates for sketching four assignments in the subject LLREV,

that is, only around one third of the candidates are actually executed with the

test suite and more than two third of them are pruned before being executed.

The subjects BSTAS and MEDAS have a lower pruning rate (the percentage

of candidates without execution out of all executed candidates) compared to

other subjects, because the sketched assignments in these two subjects are
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scattered in different if-else conditions and only the rule 1 of the pruning

rules can apply to these two subjects.

Figure 4.8 presents the number of executed programs with and without

condition pruning strategy for sketching condition subjects. The y-axis for all

subjects are transformed to log2 scale for better display. Our value grouping

strategy can effectively prune an average of 56% of candidates before executing

test suites. Note that for sketching one condition in the subject RBTRM, 35

programs are executed on average with value grouping strategy, while only 15

programs are evaluated without value grouping strategy. This result indicates

that the value grouping strategy might not always bring in saving when the

search space is small, which is different from the pruning rules for assignments.

In summary, EdSketch effectively prunes an average of 21% of candi-

dates for assignment sketching and more than a half candidates for condition

sketching.

4.4.4 Tasks with Advanced Features

EdSketch evaluates code with concrete program execution and hence

can sketch real-world Java code with advanced features. In this section, we

illustrate EdSketch’s ability to sketch program with reflection, I/O, native

call, and external libraries using the prototype EdSketch-JVM.

Figure 4.9 presents a program sketch of the repOK() method for Binary

Search Tree derived from the example in Korat [8]. This example is derived

from Srinivasan’s thesis [96] that improves Korat to support reflection for
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1 public boolean repOK () throws Exception {
2 if (root == null) return size == 0;
3 Set <Node > visited = new HashSet <Node >();
4 visited .add(root );
5 LinkedList <Node > workList =new LinkedList <Node >();
6 workList .add(root );
7 while (! workList . isEmpty ()) {
8 Node cur= workList . removeFirst ();
9 Node exp =( Node) EdSketch .EXP (...);

10 // expect current .left
11 if(Node.class. getField ("left"). get(exp )!= null ){
12 if (! visited .add( current .left )) return false;
13 workList .add( current .left );
14 } ... // omit the rest } }

Figure 4.9: repOK() method for Binary Search Tree with Reflection

1 public int getSum(String file) {
2 Scanner scan = new Scanner (new File(file ));
3 int a = scan. nextInt ();
4 int b = scan. nextInt ();
5 // expect a+b
6 return (int) EdSketch .EXP (...) +
7 (int) EdSketch .EXP (...) ;
8 }

Figure 4.10: Calculate the sum of two integers read from a file

repOK methods, which are executable checks for the desired properties written

as Java predicates. At line 9, we try to sketch the object whose ‘‘left’’ field

will be used for the if condition. We provide a bounded exhaustive test suite

for up to 3 nodes and execute EdSketch on the given test suite. EdSketch

completes this task with the variable expression cur.
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1 public native String nativeToString (int x, int y);
2 public String swap(int x, int y) {
3 int tmp = x;
4 // expect x = y, y = tmp
5 EdSketch .BLOCK (...);
6 String str = nativeToString (x,y);
7 return str;
8 }

Figure 4.11: Swap two integers and concatenate them using JNI

1 /* Original patch */
2 public String random(int end , char [] chars ,...){...
3 + if (chars != null) {
4 + end = chars.length;
5 } ...}
6 /* Program sketch written by users */
7 public String random(int end , char [] chars ,...){...
8 if ( EdSketch .COND (...) {
9 EdSketch .BLOCK (...);

10 } ...}

Figure 4.12: Sketch task derived from open-source project

Figure 4.10 shows a getSum() method that reads two variables from

a file and outputs their sum. We try to sketch the infix expression a + b

for the return statement, and EdSketch completes this task with three test

cases (0,0), (0,1), and (2,1). Figure 4.11 presents a sketch task with native

calls. EdSketch sketches an incomplete swap() method for two integers and

returns the string concatenation for the swapped integers in a native method

nativeToString() using three test cases (0,0), (0,1), and (2,1).

Figure 4.12 presents a sketching task derived from the open source
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project Apache commons-lang. The version we use has 234 files, 55 thousand

lines of Java code, and more than 10 external libraries including maven plug-

ins. Derived from a human-written commit of RandomStringUtils class, the

sketch task involves an if condition and an assignment with a state space of

96 possibilities. Each invocation of the random() method executes more than

20 methods along the execution trace. Only 10 test cases from the unit test

file reaches the non-deterministic holes. We execute these 10 test cases and

EdSketch completes the sketch task as expected in 0.06 seconds. We then

perform sketching based on the entire test suite from the open source project

consisting of 3,274 test cases. EdSketch completes the sketch task in 8.8

seconds as expected.

4.4.5 Discussion

To further investigate the efficacy of our pruning strategies, we execute

EdSketch to find all solutions that satisfy the test suite, and compare the

pruning rate of all data structure subjects, i.e., the percentage of candidates

without execution out of all candidates. The result shows that the pruning rate

for the first solution is similar to that of all solutions (35% vs 37%, Wilcoxon

test p > 0.05), i.e., the efficacy of our pruning strategies is consistent in finding

the first solution and all solutions based on our subjects.

We also investigate the order of the test cases and its influence on

EdSketch’s sketching efficacy. We sort the bounded exhaustive test cases

based on the number of nodes, execute EdSketch with test cases in ascendent
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order and descendent order, and compare the performance time of finding

the first solution for all subjects. The result illustrates that the performance

is almost the same with test cases reordered (5.12 seconds vs. 5.7 seconds,

Wilcoxon test p > 0.05). It might because the subjects we select are relatively

small with a small number of test cases and the time to evaluate test cases is

negligible, thus the prioritization of test cases has little influence on the total

performance.

Lastly, we investigate the order of selecting left-hand-side and right-

hand-side expressions for sketching assignments. We have two options to

sketch an assignment: select left-hand-side expression first and then select

right-hand-side expression, or vice versa. We compare the sketching perfor-

mance with these two options on sketching assignment subjects. Based on

our subjects, we find that sketching right-hand-side first performs faster than

the other option, especially for the experiments with large search space. For

instance, EdSketch spends 22.4 seconds sketching four assignments for the

subject DLLAF by selecting right-hand-side first, while it takes 112.5 seconds

with the other option. Yet this difference is not significant for the experiments

with small search space (sketching less than 4 assignments) based on Wilcoxon

tests (p > 0.05). We report the performance time by selecting right-hand-side

first in our performance evaluation.
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4.5 Related Work

EdSketch does not translate program sketches and test suites to SAT

solver, nor does it apply counter-example-guided inductive synthesis (CEGIS).

It directly executes test cases and can sketch real-world Java applications

that involve advanced language features like reflection. Different from a series

of API completion [18, 69] and code completion techniques [29, 86] based on

constraint-solving and probabilistic models, EdSketch focuses on sketching

condition expressions and assignment blocks and ensures that the generated so-

lution satisfies all test assertions. Our basic idea of execution-driven sketching

can be developed for synthesizing sequences of API method invocations [115].

Program repair [26, 44, 61, 76] for automated debugging addresses a

similar technical problem as program synthesis. Our program isomorphism

analysis is similar in spirit to how AE [109] determines semantic equivalence

with respect to test cases in the context of program repair. Our condition value

grouping shares the spirit of SPR’s notion of abstract condition values [64]

and search for the target values based on them. Our previous work [36] reduces

the problem of program repair to program sketching by translating the faulty

program into a sketch of a correct program.

4.6 Summary

This chapter presents a novel execution-driven sketching approach that

synthesizes Java programs using a backtracking search. Our key insight is

to introduce effective pruning strategies to reduce the search space for solu-
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tions and explore the actual program behaviors by executing the given test

suite. EdSketch can synthesize real-world Java code that may use complex

constructs of imperative languages, such as reflection and native calls. Our

experiments show that our approach is comparable or even faster than a SAT-

based synthesizer on our dataset and can be applied to open source projects

with advanced language features. We believe our execution-driven approach

holds a key to practical and scalable solutions to a wide-class of synthesis

problems, including those that arise in program repair to fix real-word defects

with respect to test cases.
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Chapter 5

Towards Practical Sketching-Based Program
Repair

This chapter presents the SketchFix technique for sketching-based

program repair, which is based on the paper entitled “Towards Practical

Program Repair with On-Demand Candidate Generation” published at ICSE

20181.

We introduce a novel repair technique, SketchFix, which generates

candidate fixes on demand (as needed) during the test execution. Instead

of iteratively re-compiling and re-executing each actual candidate program,

SketchFix translates faulty programs to sketches, i.e., partial programs with

“holes”, and compiles each sketch once which may represent thousands of con-

crete candidates. With the insight that the space of candidates can be reduced

substantially by utilizing the runtime behaviors of the tests, SketchFix lazily

initializes the candidates of the sketches while validating them against the test

execution.

We experimentally evaluate SketchFix on the Defects4J bench-

1Jinru Hua, Mengshi Zhang, Kaiyuan Wang, Sarfraz Khurshid. Towards Practical Pro-
gram Repair with On-Demand Candidate Generation. In 40th International Conference on
Software Engineering, ICSE ’18, pages 12-23, 2018. [38]
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mark and the experimental results show that SketchFix works particu-

larly well in repairing bugs with expression manipulation at the AST node-

level granularity compared to other program repair techniques. Specifically,

SketchFix correctly fixes 19 out of 357 defects in 23 minutes on average using

the default setting. In addition, SketchFix finds the first repair with 1.6% of

re-compilations (#compiled sketches/#candidates) and 3.0% of re-executions

out of all repair candidates.

5.1 Introduction

A common approach for automated program repair is generate-and-

validate [53, 58, 61, 65, 109, 112], where several candidate programs that repre-

sent potential bug fixes are iteratively generated using repair templates, and

validated against the given tests until a candidate that passes all tests is found.

While techniques that embody this approach have shown their effectiveness on

repairing a number of defects using various search algorithms [50, 61, 84, 109],

a limiting characteristic of these techniques, especially for repairing faults at

a fine granularity, is that they require potentially many candidates to first be

generated and then be compiled and tested. The costs of compilation and

test execution are non-trivial [59, 66, 109], especially for open source projects

like the Closure compiler [105], which takes around 1 minute for the compila-

tion and the test execution. Given a typical search space of repair candidates

(around 5k), the total re-compilation and re-execution time can be as long as

3 days.
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To allow the exploration of large numbers of candidates, researchers

have developed various techniques in previous work. For example, some tech-

niques [14, 57, 74, 75, 79] infer constraints and synthesize repairs by trans-

lating the constraints to propositional satisfiability (SAT) formulas. Such

translation-based synthesis may involve incomplete translations or create im-

practical problems that require creating complex models for all involved li-

braries. Moreover, they generally exclusively reason about boolean or integer

type [57,75] and can hardly handle manipulation of non-primitive-type expres-

sions in presence of libraries or complex constructs like AST node-level type

casting. Some techniques mine historical data [58, 63, 65] or analyze docu-

ments [62, 112] to rank the repair candidates. These techniques have shown

their effectiveness on some classes of defects like exception handling, yet they

may not be effective at repairs that require fine-grained expression manipula-

tions at the AST node-level.

We present SketchFix, which is a novel technique for more effective

generate-and-validate program repair using a perspective different from pre-

vious work. Our key insight is that the space of candidate programs can be

pruned substantially by utilizing runtime information and by generating can-

didates on-demand during test validation. To illustrate, consider trying to fix

a faulty condition in a while-loop as well as the body of the loop; if a test

execution raises an exception upon evaluating a specific candidate while-loop

condition, all candidates of the while-loop body are pruned from search for

that choice of the candidate condition expression. In fact, our approach for
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lazy candidate generation will not create any candidates for the while-loop

body (which may contain thousands of patches) if the while-loop body is not

executed. When a test fails due to either a runtime exception or a test asser-

tion failure, the parts of the candidate program that were directly executed

determine the generation of the future candidates. Instead of the traditional

approach of iteratively generating and validating each repair candidate, we

tightly integrate the generation and validation of candidates by effectively uti-

lizing runtime behaviors of the test executions to prune a large part of the

search space, which must be explored otherwise.

At the AST node-level, SketchFix performs a systematic reduction of

program repair to program synthesis [21,43,82,97] by translating a faulty Java

program to sketches [42,94], which will be completed by a synthesizer [37] with

respect to the given test suite. Given a faulty Java program and a test suite as

input, SketchFix introduces holes to suspicious statements based on the AST

node-level transformation schemas. To fill in these holes, SketchFix employs

a practical sketch engine called EdSketch [37] to synthesize sketches with

backtracking search. Whenever EdSketch encounters runtime exceptions or

test failures, it backtracks immediately and fetches for the next choice until

the space of candidates is exhausted or a complete program that satisfies all

tests is found. This complete program is regarded as a repair for the original

faulty program.

SketchFix defines transformation schemas at a fine granularity and

prioritizes first the schemas that introduce smaller perturbations to the original
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program. Recent techniques present the insight that patches that are seman-

tically closer to the original programs are more likely to be correct from the

perspective of the developers [11,57]. Our ranking strategy is in line with this

insight and aims to mitigate the overfitting issue [93] in automated program

repair.

We evaluate SketchFix using Defects4J [47]—a dataset that has

been widely used to evaluate automated program repair techniques. With de-

fault setting, SketchFix correctly fixes 19 out of 357 bugs in 23 minutes on

average. It additionally fixes 15 faults with alternative settings, such as apply-

ing more transformation schemas, etc. Furthermore, we compare SketchFix

with other repair techniques and illustrate favored defect classes for different

automated program repair approaches. With on-demand candidate genera-

tion, SketchFix requires only 1.6% of re-compilations (#compiled sketches/

#candidates) and 3% of re-executions out of all repair candidates when it

finds the first repair. Lastly, we demonstrate that our find-grained transfor-

mation schemas are able to generate high-quality patches by introducing AST

node-level edits to the original programs.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

• On-Demand Candidate Generation for Program Repair. Utiliz-

ing runtime behaviors, we lazily generate on-demand candidates during

the test execution for more practical program repair. This integration of

the generation and the validation phases substantially prunes the search
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space of the repair candidates.

• AST node-level Program Repair We design a set of AST node-level

transformation schemas to repair faulty programs at a fine granularity.

This strategy is effective for generating high-quality patches that are

semantically closer to the original programs.

• Practical Reduction of Program Repair to Synthesis. With-

out inferring constraints or creation of constraint solving problems for

SAT/SMT solvers, we transform the faulty subjects to sketches and syn-

thesize code to complete the sketches using a backtracking search-based

sketch system. Our evaluation shows that this reduction from program

repair to program synthesis helps build effective and well-founded repair

techniques.

5.2 Motivating Example

1 public class CategoryPlot extends Plot ...{...
2 public boolean removeDomainMarker (... , boolean notify ){
3 ArrayList markers ;
4 if (...) {...} else {
5 + if ( markers == null)
6 + return false;
7 ...} }

Figure 5.1: An Illustrative Example for a Fault and the Repair Generated by
SketchFix

To illustrate the large search space of repair candidates, we present a
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1 public class CategoryPlot extends Plot ...{...
2 public boolean removeDomainMarker (... , boolean notify ){
3 ArrayList markers ;
4 if (...) {...} else {
5 if( SketchFix .COND( ArrayList .class ,new Object []{ mar
6 -kers ,..}))
7 return ( Boolean ) SketchFix .EXP( Boolean .class ,
8 new Object []{ markers ,..};
9 ...} }

10 // Synthesized solution :
11 // SketchFix .COND: markers ==null ,...
12 // SketchFix .EXP: false ,...

Figure 5.2: A sketch generated by SketchFix and synthesized solutions

part of a defect derived from the JFreeChart project [35]. Figure 5.1 presents

a human-written patch to fix this part of the bug that omits the null pointer

checking for an ArrayList object (markers). The class CategoryPlot contains

49 fields and 5 local variables (54 candidates in total). Given a suspicious

location, if an automated repair tool wants to insert an if-condition and a

return statement to fix the bug, without considering field dereferences derived

from the variables and visible fields inherited from parent classes, the space of

candidates for the if-condition alone can be more than 5k. We define conditions

as left and right hand side expressions combined with a relational operator

(either “==” or “!=”) for non-primitive types, thus the space is 542 × 2. The

return expression has another 15 candidates with the boolean type including

the default boolean values (true and false). Given an average compilation

and test-execution time of 15 seconds for the JFreeChart project, it takes more
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than 15 days to validate all 87k candidates.

To effectively explore this large search space of repair candidates, Sketch-

Fix translates the faulty program to sketches with holes and synthesizes

sketches with on-demand candidate generation. Given a suspicious location,

SketchFix applies AST node-level transformation schemas to generate a set

of sketches, and each sketch can represent thousands of concrete repair can-

didates. Figure 5.2 illustrates a sketch generated by SketchFix. To gener-

ate this sketch, SketchFix applies two schemas at the suspicious location,

one schema introduces an if-condition (if-condition schema) and another intro-

duces a return statement (return-statement schema). To represent an unknown

condition hole, i.e, if (??), SketchFix defines an API SketchFix.COND(...) in

Java syntax, which returns a non-deterministic boolean value (either true or

false) during the test execution. This API takes two parameters: the hole’s

target type (i.e, ArrayList), and an array of visible variables as candidates to

fill in the hole. The hole’s target type is defined as the type of the variables

used to fill in the hole. SketchFix enumerates all types derived from vis-

ible variables and generates one sketch for each target type. At line 6, the

return-statement schema inserts a return statement with a non-deterministic

expression SketchFix.EXP(...), i.e, return ??, whose target type is the return

type of the method.

The sketch shown in Figure 5.1 will be compiled only once, yet it rep-

resents 87k candidate patches. SketchFix directly executes the given test

suite after the compilation. When the test execution first reaches the hole
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SketchFix.COND(...), instead of considering thousands of concrete candidates

like “markers!=null”, SketchFix only considers two boolean values and non-

deterministically selects either true or false to fill in the condition hole. If

SketchFix selects false for the if condition, it will not initialize any can-

didates for the return expression because the test execution does not reach

the hole SketchFix.EXP(...) inside the if block. In this example, choosing the

value false for the if condition leads to a test failure at runtime. Sketch-

Fix backtracks immediately and selects the next choice which is the value

true for the if-condition. SketchFix generates candidates for the expression

SketchFix.EXP(...) when the test execution reaches the hole at the first time.

Given 15 candidates of the expression hole, SketchFix selects one candidate

at a time during the test execution until a candidate that satisfies all tests is

found. In this example, SketchFix finds the first solution in 40 seconds after

compiling the sketch once and executing the tests twice.

5.3 Approach

In this section, we describe how we translate faulty programs to sketches

using AST node-level transformation schemas (Section 5.3.1). These sketches

are further synthesized by a practical sketch engine with on-demand candidate

generation (Section 5.3.2).
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atomic expr e := var | const | var.f
constant const := null | true | false | k
arithmetic op aop := + | − | × |/ |%
relational op rop := == | ! = | > | < | 6 | >
logical op lop := && | ||
composite expr e := e1 op e2 or array[eint]

Figure 5.3: Syntax of Partial Expressions

5.3.1 AST Node-Level Transformation

We perform a systematic reduction of program repair to program syn-

thesis by translating faulty programs to sketches at a fine granularity.

Syntax of Partial Expressions (Holes). Figure 5.3 denotes the syntax of

holes. We define two basic types of non-deterministic holes for sketches: ex-

pression holes and operator holes. The atomic expression holes (SketchFix.EXP())

represent visible variables, constant values and field dereferences. As to the op-

erator holes, we define arithmetic operators {+,−,×, /,%} (SketchFix.AOP()),

relational operators {==, ! =, >,<,6,>} (Sketch Fix.ROP()) and logical op-

erators {||,&&} (SketchFix.BOP()) that combine multiple clauses. Sketch-

Fix generates composite expressions by combining expression holes with op-

erator holes or combining array variables with the index of array elements.

Composite holes can further combine together. For instance, we define a hole

for conditions (SketchFix.COND()) as two expression holes at left and right

hand side combined with a relational operator. Both sides of expression holes

in the condition can be replaced by infix expressions (e.g., a+b) with arith-

metic operators, and the condition holes can further be combined together
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Mexp = p[`] ` et
et 7→ ωt

Mop = p[`] ` op
op 7→ δ

Mpar = p[`] ` f(par), f(par) ` f ′(par ∪ et)
f(par) 7→ f ′(par ∪ ωt)

Mcon = p[`] ` if (c)
c 7→ c lop (ωt rop ω′t)

Mif = p(`) ` (v,t)
p(`) 7→ if (ωt rop ω′t) p(`)

Mrtn = p(`) ` (v,t)
p(`) 7→ return ωt p(`)

Figure 5.4: Program Transformation Schemas

with logical operators to support multiple clauses. To specify these holes in

Java syntax, SketchFix provides a list of method invocations and these invo-

cations take two parameters: the target type of the hole and a list of objects.

Base on the syntax of the holes, we define six AST node-level transfor-

mation schemas (Figure 5.4) that take a faulty program p as the input and

produce sketches with holes.

Expression Transformation Mexp: Given a suspicious statement ` in the

faulty program p, if it contains any variables, constant values, or field deref-

erences with the type t, Mexp transforms this expression et to a partial ex-

pression ωt that represents any expression candidates with the same type t.

That is, the original expression will be replaced by a hole SketchFix.EXP(t,

new Object[]{v1,v2,...}) while the object list contains all visible variables,

parameters and fields.
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Operator Transformation Mop: Given a suspicious statement, if it con-

tains any arithmetic, relational or logical operators defined in the syntax of

holes (Figure 5.3), Mop transforms the operator to an operator hole δ that

denotes any operators of the same operator type. For instance, given a clause

a > b in the faulty program, Mop will replace this clause with a partial expres-

sion a ?? b where the operator hole ?? can be any of {==, ! =, >,<,6,>}.

The corresponding generated sketch is SketchFix.ROP(Integer.class, new

Object[]{a,b}) if a and b are of Integer type.

Overloading Transformation Mpar: Given a suspicious statement, if it

contains a method invocation f that has a overloading method f ′, SketchFix

tries to map parameter types for f and f ′ using an approach similar to the edit

distance [34]. SketchFix only considers overloading methods f ′ whose edit

distances in terms of the parameter types are no more than two. SketchFix

generates holes ωt for f ′ to represent parameters in different types.

Condition Transformation Mcon: Given a suspicious condition expression c,

Mcon introduces a new clause for the condition. The new clause is represented

as ωt rop ω′t where ωt and ω′t represent any expression candidates with the

type t. The hole rop represents relational operators. If t is a non-primitive

type, SketchFix applies relational operators “==” and “! =” to construct

the clause, whereas for primitive types, it applies all 6 relational operators.

The new clause is appended to the existing boolean expression c with logical

operators (“&&” and “||”).

If-condition transformation Mif : Given a suspicious location `, Sketch-
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Algorithm 6: Static Transformation for Sketch Generation
Input : Faulty program p, Fault locations L, Schemas M
Output: List of sketches Q

1 Function transformSketch (p, L, M) is
2 Q← ∅;
3 foreach ` ∈ L do

/* apply one schema */
4 foreach σ ∈M do
5 Q← Q ∪ σ(p, `) ;

/* apply two schemas */
6 i← 0;
7 while i < M.size do
8 ω ←M [i](p, `) ;
9 j ← i ;

10 while j < M.size do
11 Q← Q ∪M [j](ω, `), j + + ;
12 i+ +;

Fix introduces an if-condition before ` with a condition “hole”. If Sketch-

Fix selects the target type t, the schema will insert an if-condition as if

(SketchFix.COND (t, new Object[]{v1, v2,...}), where the target type

t is derived from visible variables v at the location `.

Return-statement transformation Mrtn: Given a suspicious location `,

SketchFix inserts a return statement before `. If the return type of the

current method is void, SketchFix simply inserts an empty return state-

ment, otherwise, SketchFix inserts a hole ωt based on the method’s return

type, i.e., return (t) SketchFix.EXP(t, new Object[]{v1, v2,...}).

To handle defects that require multiple holes to fix, such as the omission

of null-pointer-checking in Figure 5.1, we apply transformation schemas incre-
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mentally at the suspicious statements. Algorithm 6 shows the static transfor-

mation approach that applies no more than two schemas on the faulty program

p. The loop at line 4 applies each applicable schema on the suspicious location

` to create sketches. The nested loop starting from line 7 enumerates all com-

binations of two schemas and applies these two schemas at the same location

`. Given the large search space of repair candidates in open source projects,

by default SketchFix applies no more than two transformation schemas at

the same location. We leave the discussion of applying more schemas in Sec-

tion 5.4.2.2.

Intuitively, the synthesis cost increases with more holes in the sketch.

We define the cost of transformation schemas as the number of atomic holes

(expression holes and operator holes) introduced by the schemas. We priori-

tize the schemas with lower synthesis cost. For instance, we favor expression

(Mexpr) and operator (Mop) manipulation over the condition transformation

schema (Mcon) because the Mcon inserts a relational operator hole and two

expression holes at the left and right hand side of the operator. This strategy

is in line with existing literatures [11, 57] based on the heuristic that repair

candidates semantically closer to the original programs are relatively easier to

comprehend and are more likely to be accepted by the developers.

Existing automated repair techniques have utilized various support-

ive resources to improve the repair efficacy, such as historical data [58, 65],

documents [62, 112], anti-patterns [101] and test generation [111]. Yet we

preserve SketchFix’s practicality and leave the improvement of fix pat-
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terns [63, 65,112] as future work.

5.3.2 Practical Sketch Synthesis

After transforming the original faulty program to sketches based on

the schemas, SketchFix executes test cases to synthesize sketches with on-

demand candidate generation. SketchFix will not generate concrete candi-

dates for a hole until the test execution reaches the hole. The candidates are

created based on the runtime information. For instance, we will not generate

field dereferences for null variables (refer to [37]). Algorithm 7 describes the

procedure of lazy candidate generation and the sketching using backtracking

search.

On-Demand Candidate Generation. When the test execution first

reaches a hole (line 2), SketchFix initializes the hole’s expression candidates

based on the given visible variable list. For the expression hole SketchFix.EXP(...),

the method candidateGen() at line 3 collects visible variables, constant val-

ues and field dereferences (refer to EdSketch [37]), and returns a candidate

vector (hole.candidates). Each candidate is assigned a unique identifier,

which is its index in the vector. Each hole’s candidate identifier is initial-

ized as -1, indicating that SketchFix has not selected a candidate for this

hole (Algorithm 7 line 4). During the test execution, the sketch engine non-

deterministically selects an identifier using choose() operator (line 5), and

the candidate with the corresponding identifier is used to fill in the hole. The
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Algorithm 7: On-Demand Candidate Generation based on EdS-
ketch [37]

Input : Sketches P , test suite T
Output: Complete Program P ′ that pass all test cases

1 Function synthesizeHole (hole) is
2 if hole.candidates==null then

/* First Access */
3 hole.candidates ← candidateGen(hole);
4 if hole.id == -1 then

/* First Access */
5 hole.id ← choose(0, hole.candidates.size-1) ;
6 return hole.candidates[hole.id] ;
7 Function sketch () is
8 do
9 try

10 exploreCurrentChoice();
11 catch BacktrackException
12 createNextChoice() ;

13 while incrementCounter();
14 Function exploreCurrentChoice() is
15 try
16 foreach test ∈ T do
17 test.run() ;

18 catch TestFailureException
19 throw BacktrackException;
20 printSolution() ;
21 searchExit(); /* if only needs the first solution */

execution continues with this selection until it encounters a runtime excep-

tion or a test failure, leading to a backtrack to the next choice of candidates,

i.e., incrementing the candidate identifier and selecting the next candidate at

runtime.
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Synthesis with Backtracking Search. Algorithm 7 illustrates the idea

of synthesizing sketches with backtracking search, which is embodied in the

sketch engine EdSketch [37]. Instead of inferring constraints and translating

them to SAT for the repair synthesis, EdSketch starts sketching by directly

executing the given tests. Whenever a runtime exception or a test failure oc-

curs, EdSketch backtracks by throwing a BacktrackException, which will

enforce the program to re-execute from the beginning (line 19). For each re-

execution, the sketch engine increments the counter for the non-deterministic

choose() operator and selects the next candidate (line 12) to fill the hole.

The synthesizing process terminates when the space of candidate programs is

exhausted or a complete program that satisfies all tests is found. EdSketch

embeds a range of pruning strategies to effectively explore the space of can-

didates. For instance, based on the program symmetry, the condition clause

a==b is equivalent to b==a, thus only one clause is considered.

Ranking Candidates Based on The Locality. With the notion that vari-

ables declared closer to the hole are more likely to be used [57, 112], we rank

variables based on their proximity to the hole location, i.e., the number of

statements between the hole and the variable declaration. We rank the target

types of the hole with a similar heuristic based on the number of statements

between the hole and variable declarations of this type in ascending order. For

instance, in our motivating example (Figure 5.2), the condition hole at line 5

favors the type ArrayList because the closest variable is with this type.

In summary, we discuss how we systematically reduce the problem of
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program repair to program synthesis at the fine granularity. We utilize the

runtime behaviors of tests to prune a large amount of search space with on-

demand candidate generation.

5.4 Evaluation

We evaluate SketchFix on the Defects4J benchmark [47], which

consists of 357 real defects from 5 open source Java applications. Defects4J

contains various types of defects from open source projects to eliminate the

bias of the dataset [78] in terms of the defects types and the abundance of

these defect classes [71,78]. In Section 5.4.2, we compare SketchFix’s repair

efficacy and favored defect types with other automated repair techniques. In

Section 5.4.3, we investigate if the on-demand candidate generation could effec-

tively reduce the search space of repair candidates. We finally discuss how our

AST node-level transformation influences the patch quality in Section 5.4.4.

We address the following research questions in this section:

• What’s the repair efficacy of SketchFix compared to other repair tech-

niques?

• Does the on-demand candidate generation technique reduce the search

space of repair candidates?

• How does our fine-grained transformation affect the quality of the gen-

erated repairs?
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Table 5.1: Overview of the Evaluation Dataset and the Repair Results of
SketchFix

Project LoC Tests #Bug #Fix FL Sketch Repair
Time(m) Time(s) Time(m)

Chart 96k 2.2k 26 6/2 1.1 9.9 44.2
Closure 90k 7.8k 133 3/2 7.2 10.8 3.6
Lang 22k 2.2k 65 3/1 0.4 1.5 26.7
Math 85k 3.6k 106 7/1 1.8 3.7 4.0
Time 28k 4.1k 27 0/1 0.4 14.2 27.3

Total 357 19/7
#Fix shows the number of correct fixes and plausible fixes (repairs that pass tests

but fail in manual inspection).

5.4.1 Experiment Setting

Defects4J is a collection of reproducible bugs with triggering tests

verified. SketchFix regards the test suite of each subject as the correctness

property and tries to synthesize a new program such that all tests could pass.

To identify suspicious statements for the defects, we use the ASM byte-

code analysis framework [32] together with JavaAgent [33] to capture the test

coverage of both failing and passing test executions. SketchFix uses an

existing spectrum-based fault localization technique called Ochiai [2] to rank

potential faulty statements based on their suspiciousness. Existing empirical

studies [98,114] illustrate that Ochiai is more effective on localizing the faults

in object-oriented programs than other techniques. Ochiai has been applied

to numerous repair techniques [14, 58, 72, 75, 112], including all four repair

techniques [14, 58, 72, 112] we use in the comparison. We rank the suspicious

statements based on the Ochiai [2] suspiciousness value for each statement
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covered by failing executions and select the top 50 suspicious statements by

default. If multiple statements have the same suspiciousness score, we order

them randomly. We leave the discussion for the number of selected statements

in Section 5.4.2.2.

Table 5.1 presents the basic information of the subjects used in the

evaluation, including the lines of code (LoC), the number of test cases (Test),

the number of defects collected in the benchmark (#Bug), and the aver-

age performance time to identify faulty statements (FL Time). To trans-

late faulty programs to sketches, we implement transformation schemas using

JavaParser [104], a tool that parses and transforms Java programs. The col-

umn Sketch Time denotes the average performance time to generate program

sketches. SketchFix explores the search space of repair candidates for each

program sketch until the space of candidates is exhausted or we find a pre-

defined number of repairs that pass all tests. Currently we terminate after

finding the first repair yet we set the number of output repairs as configurable.

We report the average performance time SketchFix takes to find the first

repair (column Repair Time) following the spirit of existing literatures [64,75].

We execute only the tests that reach the holes following the spirit of recent

work on test pruning [76]. We manually check all synthesized repairs against

human-written patches from the version history, and report the number of cor-

rect repairs and plausible ones that pass all tests but fail in manual inspection

in column #Fix.

All performance experiments are conducted on a platform with 4-core
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HDRepair [58] assumes that the faulty methods are known in advance. SketchFix
fixes 8 more defects with this assumption, 5 of them are also fixed by HDRepair.
We report two results without and with the assumption.

Figure 5.5: Comparison of Correct Patches Generated by SketchFix and
Other Repair Techniques

Intel Core i7-6700 CPU (3.40 GHz) and 16 Gigabyte RAM on Ubuntu Linux

16.04.

5.4.2 Repair Efficacy

In this section, we answer the first research question by compar-

ing SketchFix’s repair efficacy with other repair techniques—Astor [72],

Nopol [14], ACS [112] and HDRepair [58]. We select these four publicly

available repair techniques that have been evaluated against the Defects4J

benchmark and ignore others which either focus on another language [61,64,79]

or are not publicly available [53,57]. All four techniques use Ochiai [2] to iden-

tify the suspicious statements. Note that HDRepair assumes that the faulty

methods are known in advance and performs Ochiai to identify the faulty state-
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Table 5.2: Manual Assessment Result of Patches Generated by SketchFix
and Other Repair Approaches

No. SF A N C H No. SF A N C H

CH1 X ? × × X M5 X X × X X

CH3 × ? ? × × M8 × ? × × ×
CH5 × ? × × × M22 × × × × X

CH7 × ? × × × M25 × × × X ×
CH8 X × × × X M28 × ? × × ×
CH9 X × × × × M32 × ? ? × ×
CH11 X × × × × M33 X × ? × ×
CH13 ? ? ? × × M34 × × × × X

CH14 × × × X × M35 × × × X ×
CH15 × ? × X × M40 × ? ? × ×
CH19 × × × × × M42 × × ? × ×
CH20 X × × × × M49 × ? ? × ×
CH21 × × ? × × M50 X X X × X

CH24 X × × × × M53 × X × × X

CH25 × ? ? × × M57 × × ? × ×
CH26 ?∗ ? ? × × M58 × × ? × ×
C1 ×∗ × × × × M59 X × × × ×
C10 × × × × X M61 × × × X ×
C11 ×∗ × × × × M69 × × ? × ×
C14 X × × × X M70 X X × × X

C51 × × × × X M71 × ? ? × ×
C62 X × × × X M73 ? X ? × ×
C70 ?∗ × × × X M78 × ? ? × ×
C73 ?∗ × × × X M80 × ? ? × ×

SF represents SketchFix, A represents Astor [72], N represents Nopol [14], C
represents ACS [112], and H represents HDRepair [58]. Xrepresents correct fix, ?
represents plausible fix, and × represents not generating fix. We use the * to mark

the new generated fixes by providing the faulty methods when comparing with
HDRepair. We highlight the correct repairs generated by SketchFix.
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Table 5.3: Manual Assessment Result of Patches Generated by SketchFix
and Other Repair Approaches (Contd.)

No. SF A N C H No. SF A N C H

C126 X × × × X M81 × ? ? × ×
L6 X × × × X M82 X ? ? X X

L7 × × ? X × M84 × × × × ×
L10 ×∗ × × × X M85 X ? ? X ×
L24 × × × X × M87 × × ? × ×
L35 × × × X × M88 × × ? × ×
L39 × × × × × M89 × × × X ×
L43 × × × × X M90 × × × X ×
L44 × × X × × M93 × × × X ×
L46 × × ? × × M95 × ? × × ×
L51 ?∗ × ? × X M97 × × ? × ×
L53 × × ? × × M99 × × × X ×
L55 X ? X × × M104 × × ? × ×
L57 × × × × X M105 × × ? × ×
L58 × × X × × T4 ? ? × × ×
L59 X × × × X T11 × ? ? × ×
M2 × ? × × × T15 × × × X ×
M3 × × × X × T19 ×∗ × × × X

M4 × × × X ×

SF represents SketchFix, A represents Astor [72], N represents Nopol [14], C
represents ACS [112], and H represents HDRepair [58]. Xrepresents correct fix, ?
represents plausible fix, and × represents not generating fix. We use the * to mark

the new generated fixes by providing the faulty methods when comparing with
HDRepair. We highlight the correct repairs generated by SketchFix.
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ments in the given methods. We thus add this assumption when conducting

the comparison with HDRepair. Due to the difference in experiment plat-

forms, we can hardly reproduce all experiments for these four techniques, we

thus mainly refer to the generated repairs provided by the authors and refer

to their results of the manual inspection.

Figure 5.5 denotes Venn Diagrams for the defects that can be correctly

repaired by SketchFix and other techniques. Given that SketchFix, As-

tor and Nopol do not require supportive information such as documents

(ACS [112]) or historical data (HDRepair [58]), we separate the comparison

into two Venn Diagrams. Table 5.3 presents the repair result through manual

inspection.

5.4.2.1 Defect Classes favored by the repair techniques

Different repair techniques focus on different types of bugs [78] (e.g.,

Nopol only deals with condition faults). We are not intended to perform an

apple-to-apple comparison with these repair techniques, instead, we highlight

favored defect classes of SketchFix and other techniques with examples.

SketchFix. Figure 5.6 presents a defect that can be fixed by SketchFix. In

this example, SketchFix applies the Mexp schema to a type-casting expres-

sion at the AST node-level. It synthesizes a variable v for the expression hole

to replace the original variable value. Note that the constraint-solving-based

repair techniques [74,75,79] in general only modify expressions in conditions or

the right-side of assignments with boolean or integer types, other techniques
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1 // Human - Written patch for the defect
2 private int upperBound , lowerBound ;
3 public Paint getPaint (double value) \{
4 double v=Math.max(value ,this. lowerBound );
5 - int g=(int )(( value -this. lowerBound )/...;
6 + int g=(int )((v-this. lowerBound )/...; ...\}
7 // A sketch generated by \fix
8 // and the synthesis result
9 public Paint getPaint (double value) \{

10 double v=Math.max(value ,this. lowerBound );
11 int g=(int )((( Integer ) SketchFix .EXP(int.class ,
12 new Object []\{v,value ,...\})

- this. lowerBound )/...;\}
13 // Synthesized solution : SketchFix .EXP: v

Figure 5.6: (A) A bug fix for Chart24 generated by SketchFix

1 // Human - Written patch for the defect Math73
2 if ( yInitial *yMax <0) return solve(f,initial ,
3 yInitial ,...);
4 + if (yMin*yMax >0) throw new
5 llegalArgumentException (...);
6 return solve(f, min , yMin ,...);
7 // bug fix generated by \astor with API replacement
8 if ( yInitial *yMax <0) return solve(f,initial ,
9 yInitial ,...);

10 - return solve(f, min , yMin , max ,...);
11 + return solve(f, min , max );

Figure 5.7: A bug fix for Math73 generated by Astor

that leverage statement-level mutation [72] or supportive information [58,112]

can hardly repair the defect because this AST node-level replacement has a

rare chance to be duplicated in existing program context, history [58] or doc-
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1 // Human - Written patch for the defect
2 // Omit complex clauses for simplicity
3 - if (dec == null && exp == null && (A && B)
4 || C) \{..\}
5 + if (dec == null && exp == null && B &&
6 (A || D)) \{..\}
7 // bug fix generated by \np that is
8 // regarded as correct
9 - if (dec == null && exp == null &&

10 (A && B) || C) \{..\}
11 + if (( dec == null) && (exp == null )) \{..\}

Figure 5.8: A bug fix for Lang58 generated by Nopol

1 // Human - Written patch for the defect and
2 // ACS ’s result is semantically identical to this.
3 + if (val1 == Long. MIN_VALUE ) \{
4 + throw new ArithmeticException ("...");\}

Figure 5.9: A bug fix for Time15 generated by ACS

1 // Human - Written patch for the defect and
2 // HDRepair ’s result is identical to this.
3 public Iterator <Chromosome > iterator () \{
4 + return chromosomes . iterator ();
5 - return getChromosomes (). iterator (); \}

Figure 5.10: A bug fix for Math34 generated by HDRepair

uments [112]. Table 5.4 reports the schema types that finally generate repairs

for each defect. SketchFix correctly generates repairs for 19 subjects and

around half of them (9 subjects) yield expression manipulation. The manip-

ulation of operators and variable types (parameters for overloading methods)
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correctly fixes another 6 defects, and the rest schemas or their combinations

fix another 4 subjects. For the 6 defects that can only be fixed by SketchFix

with respect to other four repair techniques (Table 5.3), 4 of them yield expres-

sion manipulation, one of them is variable type manipulation in overloading

methods, and the last one applies an insertion of the if-condition.

Astor. Astor is a program repair library that contains three repair modes

based on the genetic algorithm, statement/condition removal, and operator

mutation. Figure 5.7 shows a defect that can be fixed by Astor. It replaces

the return expression with another method invocation. The new return-

statement exists in the current program context, and the Astor correctly

generates this repair based on the statement-level search. SketchFix gener-

ates the same repair by transforming the original invocation to an overloading

method with holes at the AST node-level.

Nopol. Nopol is a repair technique that focuses on the condition faults

by modifying existing if-conditions or adding pre-conditions. Figure 5.8 shows

a defect and a bug fix generated by Nopol. The generated patch removes

multiple clauses and is reported as correct in the literature [70]. SketchFix

fails to repair this intricate condition defect that requires changes on multiple

clauses.

ACS. ACS leverages document analysis to rank patches and it advances

other techniques on fixing the omission error of the exception handling (if-

throw). Figure 5.9 presents an example of the repair generated by ACS which

is semantically equivalent to the human-written patch. SketchFix is not
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designed to handle exception omission and we leave this as future work.

HDRepair. HDRepair prioritizes patches based on the mined repair

models from historical data. It prefers the repairs that require the method

invocation replacement. Figure 5.10 shows a repair generated by HDRepair

that replaces an expression with a method invocation. SketchFix can be

extended to support API synthesis with a similar idea of the on-demand can-

didate generation [115].

Our experiment indicates that SketchFix performs particularly well

in the defect classes that require manipulations of expressions and variable

types. Recent empirical studies on repair models [63, 71, 116] show the abun-

dance of such defects. Yet SketchFix is not designed to handle statement-

level mutation or exception handling.

5.4.2.2 Search Space Extension

In this section, we extend the search space of repair candidates to con-

sider more suspicious statements and transformation schemas.

Suspicious Locations. By default, we consider top 50 suspicious state-

ments as we notice that SketchFix cannot fix many defects with an increase

of bound whereas the cost of the program repair increases significantly. If we

increase bound to 100, SketchFix correctly fixes 2 more defects: Chart26

and Lang10. HDRepair [58] fixes defects with given faulty methods. With

the same condition, SketchFix correctly fixes 6 more defects: Closure1, Clo-

sure11, Closure70, Closure73, Lang51 and Time19. This result also indicates
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Table 5.4: SketchFix Repair Result for Each Subject
# Fix Type Sk. Sp. cSk. Exe Cor T(m)

1 CH1 C Mrop 1.7k 301.2k 209 2.8k 2.9k 208.5
2 CH8 C Mexp 607 8.7k 83 663 663 32.9
3 CH9 C Mcon 744 6.9k 678 100 100 5.6
4 CH11 C Mexp 249 2.4k 25 26 31 7.2
5 CH13 P Mpar 813 79.8k 115 914 - -
6 CH20 C Mexp 137 2.9k 127 206 206 14.9
7 CH24 C Mexp 17 378 1 4 4 0.5

8 CH26 P Mif , 77 1.6k 21 105 - -
Mrtn

9 C14 C Mexp 2.6k 46.1k 144 4 36 40.7
10 C62 C Mrop 490 4.9k 58 72 92 8.8
11 C70 P Mpar 1.2k 18.9k 108 28 - -
12 C73 P Mrop 476 5.2k 59 40 - -
13 C126 C Mcon 462 5.6k 32 8 64 7.3

14 L6 C Mexp 255 3.0k 1 51 424 2.9

15 L51 P Mif , 222 2.4k 43 28 - -
Mrtn

16 L55 C Mcon 108 1.6k 76 62 71 86.2
17 L59 C Mexp 188 1.8k 48 5 5 0.1

18 M5 C Mexp 1 72 1 1 1 0.1
19 M33 C Mpar 1.1k 17.8k 446 221 631 20.2
20 M50 C Mcon 655 6.0k 43 22 92 0.9
21 M59 C Mexp 259 4.0k 36 7 7 0.4
22 M70 C Mpar 139 2.8k 60 8 8 0.1

23 M73 P Mif , 383 6.2k 76 59 - -
Mrtn

24 M82 C Mrop 500 6.0k 68 36 803 12.1
25 M85 C Mrop 407 5.2k 78 590 590 23.1

26 T4 P Mpar 555 23.4k 40 274 - -
Fix represents whether it is a correct fix (C ) or a plausible fix (P). Type denotes

the schema types that yield the repair. Sk. shows the number of generated
sketches. Sp. presents the total search space of candidates. cSk. is the number
of compiled sketches when SketchFix generates first repair. Exe represents the

number of candidates SketchFix explores when it generates the first repair
passing all tests. Cor represents that number when SketchFix generates the first
correct repair based on the manual inspection. T(m) reports the performance time

to synthesize a correct fix.
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that concise fault localization techniques can greatly improve the efficacy of

program repair techniques.

Multiple Transformation Schemas. As a trade-off between the cost of

experiments and the repair efficacy, SketchFix applies no more than two

transformation schemas at a suspicious location. The number of generated

sketches and corresponding candidates grow quickly with more transformation

schemas. SketchFix fixes 4 more bugs with 3 schemas at a given location

(Closure130, Lang58, Math53 and Time4).

Repair at Multiple Locations. We introduce an incremental approach

to fix defects at multiple locations based on the reduction of the failing test

cases [36]. If there exists multiple failing test cases, we localize the defect

with one failing test case and all passing test cases, let SketchFix generate

sketches and evaluate if any synthesized solution can eliminate one or more

failing test cases. If a synthesized version reduces the number of the failing test

cases, SketchFix applies this repair and keeps on considering other failing

test cases. This incremental repair technique is based on the assumption that

at least one failing test case can be fixed by synthesizing a sketch and failing

test cases are independent with each other such that the fix of one test case will

not affect others. Although the validity of this assumption remains unsettled,

SketchFix correctly fixes another 3 defects (Chart14, Math4, and Math22)

based on this assumption.
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5.4.2.3 Threats to Validity

Although Defects4J contains hundreds of defects from multiple open-

source projects, this defect benchmark may unavoidably yield the bias of the

evaluation datasets [78] with respect to the defect types and the abundance

of the defect classes [71, 78]. We compare our result with other four repair

techniques that have been evaluated with the same benchmark and explain

the favored defect classes for each technique. Based on the human-written

patches from the version history, we assess the correctness of the generated

repairs. However, this assessment may still be biased.

5.4.3 Search Space Reduction

In this section, we answer the second research question on the efficacy

of our on-demand candidate generation.

SketchFix is able to generate repairs for the subjects shown in Ta-

ble 5.4. With the default setting, these repairs include correct fixes that pass

the manual inspection and the plausible ones that pass all tests but are re-

garded as semantically-different from the developer-written patches. The col-

umn Fix denotes whether the repair is correct (C ) or plausible (P). The column

Type represents the transformation schema types that are used to fix the bugs.

If more than one schema combination can generate repairs that satisfy all test

assertions, we report the first schema combination. The column Sk. shows

the total number of sketches generated by SketchFix considering all selected

locations, and the column Sp. lists the total search space of the candidates
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that the sketches represent. For instance, if SketchFix introduces a non-

deterministic condition clause for a primitive type, assume that there are 10

expression candidates at both left and right hand side, the search space of can-

didates for this sketch is 600 (6×10×10) as two expressions are combined with

a relative operator which has 6 options (==, ! =, >,<,6,>). The column cSk.

presents the number of compiled sketches when SketchFix generates the first

repairs that pass all tests. The column Exe. shows the number of candidates

that have been executed against the test suite when SketchFix generates the

first repairs satisfying all tests. And the column Cor. represents the number

when SketchFix finds the first correct repairs. The column T(m) illustrates

the total performance time in minutes when SketchFix finds the first correct

fix, including the time for the compilation and the test execution.

With the on-demand candidate generation, every sketch will be com-

piled once which may represent thousands of candidates. Up to the time that

SketchFix finds the first repair, it compiles 1.6% (avg. #compiled sketch-

es/#space). If SketchFix wants to exhaustively search the entire space of

repair candidates, it only compiles 7% (avg. #sketches/#space) of all can-

didates. SketchFix utilizes runtime information to further prune the can-

didates that actually need to be verified by the test execution. For example,

SketchFix will not generate candidates for the condition body if the condi-

tion is evaluated to be false. The experiment shows that SketchFix only

executes 3% of candidates (avg. #Gen/#Space) when it finds the first repairs

that pass all tests.
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On average, SketchFix spends 9 minutes generating sketches with

fault localization and 23 minutes generating the first repairs that satisfy all

test assertions. To compare our performance with other repair techniques, we

refer to the performance time reported in the literatures [14, 70, 72, 112] as

we are not able to reproduce all experiments of other techniques due to the

various experiment platforms. Astor and Nopol spend 30-40 minutes on

average for each repair on a powerful machine. HDRepair spends an aver-

age of 20 minutes generating patches with given methods. Without reporting

the performance time for document analysis, ACS’s patch generation time

(max. 28minutes, median 5.5minutes) is not fairly comparable with our re-

pair technique. Without pre-processing historical data or document analysis,

our practical repair technique compares well with other repair techniques on

performance. We omit the comparison on the number of executed candidates

across different repair techniques, because different techniques use different

templates and the choice of templates determines the search space of the can-

didates.

5.4.4 The Quality of Generated Repairs

We answer the last research question in this section by investigating if

our AST node-level transformation helps generate high-quality patches.

Shown as Figure 5.11, we illustrate the quality of the repairs generated

by SketchFix using an example.

Based on the AST node-level transformation schema, SketchFix trans-
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1 public class Precision {
2 public static int compareTo (double x,double y,
3 double eps )..
4 public static int compareTo (double x,double y,
5 int maxUlps )..
6 }
7 /* SimplexTableau .java */
8 private final int maxUlps ;
9 private final double epsilon ;

10 protected void dropPhase1Objective () {
11 - if ( Precision . compareTo (entry , 0d, maxUlps ) >0){...
12 + if ( Precision . compareTo (entry , 0d, epsilon ) >0){...
13 }

Figure 5.11: Patches Generated by SketchFix and Nopol for the defect
Math33

1 /* SimplexTableau .java as sketch */
2 protected void dropPhase1Objective () {
3 if ( Precision . compareTo (entry , 0d,
4 (Double) SketchFix .EXP(Double.class ,
5 new Object []{.. , epsilon ,maxUlps ,..})) >0){..
6 }
7 // Synthesized solution : SketchFix .EXP: epsilon

Figure 5.12: A sketch generated by SketchFix and a synthesized solution

1 protected void dropPhase1Objective () {
2 if ( Precision . compareTo (entry , 0d, maxUlps ) > 0) {
3 + if ( numSlackVariables < constraints .size ()) {...}}

Figure 5.13: A plausible repair generated by Nopol

forms a method invocation to its overloading method, and correctly repairs

the defect by replacing the variable maxUlps (integer) to epsilon (double).
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This fine-grained transformation is in line with the notion that the repairs

which introduce smaller perturbations to the original programs are more likely

to be correct from the perspective of the developers. With the same no-

tion, SketchFix favors expression manipulations for the overloading method

(Mpar) rather than the if-condition insertion (Mif ) as the insertion of a new

if-condition will introduce more atomic holes than the expression manipula-

tion. SketchFix generates sketches shown as Figure 5.12 and synthesizes

this sketch as expected.

The repair techniques Astor, ACS, and HDRepair fail to generate

repairs for this bug. Nopol fixes this defect by adding a new if block. Al-

though both solutions might be semantically equivalent, we believe that the

repair generated from the fine-grained transformation introduces a smaller

perturbation to the original faulty program and is conceptually easier to com-

prehend.

Apart from the fine-grained transformation, our candidate ranking strat-

egy based on the locality also helps generating high-quality patches. Figure 5.6

shows an expression manipulation that replaces the variable value with v,

which is the maximum value of the variable value and the field lowerBound.

Both v and lowerBound satisfy all test assertions, yet SketchFix favors the

variable v because it is defined at the previous statement of the hole whereas

lowerBound is a field in the class. With the insight that the variables de-

fined closer to the holes are more likely to be used, our practical candidate

ranking strategy is in line with other repair techniques that aim to improve
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patch quality, such as anti-patterns [101], program distance [11] and syntactic

similarity [57].

5.5 Related Work

SketchFix differs from traditional G&V approaches in that it tightly

integrates the generation and validation phase of the repair candidates and

only generates on-demand ones during the test execution. This integration

substantially reduces the search space of the repair candidates and effectively

prunes large amount of re-compilation and re-execution of the potential re-

pairs. Moreover, a number of approaches that aim to improve the patch qual-

ity [101, 111] are complementary to ours. In particular, we can use mined

repair models [58, 63, 65] and document analysis [112] to prioritize candidates

and support more transformation schemas at a fine granularity. Note that we

compare our approach with Astor [72], ACS [112], and HDRepair [58] in

the evaluation.

SketchFix is substantially different from translation-based techniques

as its sketch backend [37] explores the actual program behaviors in presence

of libraries and does not translate to SAT/SMT. SketchFix thus works well

in manipulating expressions and handles a whole range of variable types and

transformation locations, e.g., SketchFix fixes a bug by replacing a variable

in a cast expression at the AST node-level. In addition, SketchFix is not

confined to the structure of the subjects as long as the subjects can be executed.

Therefore, it can be applied to the projects like Closure compiler whose test
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cases are organized using scripts rather than standard JUnit test cases. This

non-conventional structure has obstructed some repair techniques like Astor.

We believe that SketchFix can be applied to many applications without the

restriction of the third-party libraries and subject structures.

5.6 Summary

This chapter introduced an on-demand repair technique, SketchFix,

which tightly integrates the traditionally separate phases of generation and

validation of candidate programs that represent potential fixes to consider

for the given faulty program. Utilizing runtime information, this integration

effectively prunes a large portion of the search space for the candidate fixes.

The technique reduces program repair to program synthesis by transforming

faulty programs to sketches at the AST node-level granularity. SketchFix

employs an execution-driven sketching engine to complete the sketches using

a backtracking search. The experimental results show that SketchFix works

well in manipulating expressions, and the fine-grained transformation schemas

it employs allow it to generate high-quality patches.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

This thesis explores the synergy between program repair and program

synthesis. Our key insight is that the unifying of program repair and program

synthesis holds a key to developing novel approaches that are well-founded,

systematic, and scalable for repairing complex defects in real-world applica-

tions. We design, develop, and evaluate three complementary techniques to

unify the problem of program synthesis and the problem of program repair.

Our sketching-based technique SketchRep is a novel approach for

repairing faulty statements in Java-like language. SketchRep translates the

problem of program repair to a subproblem of program sketching, and leverages

the off-the-shelf SAT-based Sketch synthesizer to sketch a code fragment that

satisfies all given test assertions. Experimental results show that SketchRep

are more effective than previous state-of-the-art techniques for repairing faults

in small but complex subjects.

Our execution-driven sketching EdSketch uses a backtracking search

to explore the actual program behavior in presence of libraries and sketches

small parts of real-world applications with advanced features in Java. Experi-

mental results illustrate that EdSketch’s performance compares well with a
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SAT-based synthesizer for a range of small yet complex subjects and moreover,

EdSketch can sketch programs with complex constructs in Java.

Our practical sketching-based repair technique, SketchFix, which

tightly integrates the traditionally separate phases of generation and vali-

dation of candidate programs that represent potential fixes to consider for

the given faulty program. Utilizing runtime information, this integration ef-

fectively prunes a large portion of the search space for the candidate fixes.

Experimental results show that SketchFix works well in manipulating ex-

pressions, and the fine-grained transformation schemas it employs allow it to

generate high-quality patches.

We believe the synergy between program repair and program synthe-

sis provides a promising start towards effective, distributed, and incremental

approaches. While it remains challenging to repair and synthesize method se-

quences in the presence of loops and conditionals, our execution-driven sketch-

ing technique has shown promise in sketching API sequences [115]. Moreover,

our execution-driven sketching engine [37] naturally admits parallelization for

both repair and synthesis techniques, whereas previous work, specifically SAT-

based approaches, require more effort for parallelization. We believe incremen-

tal techniques also play an important role to handle complex repair and syn-

thesis problems. With the assumption that failing test cases are independent

with each other such that the fix of one test case will not affect the others,

SketchFix illustrates a basic idea for incremental repair: if a repair reduces

the number of the failing test cases, SketchFix applies this repair and keeps
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on considering other failing test cases. We see the opportunity for future work

to apply repair or sketching incrementally for complex scenarios when the user

input or the number of satisfied test cases can be leveraged to mitigate the

search space explosion.
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